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1 MALAYSIA SUPER SALE
1- 31 MARCH @ NATIONWIDE

MALAYSIA INTERNATIONAL FURNITURE FAIR
8 - 11 MARCH @ PUTRA WORLD TRADE CENTRE 
& MATRADE EXHIBITION  AND CONVENTION 
CENTRE, KL.

MATTA FAIR 2017
17 - 19 MARCH @PUTRA WORLD TRADE 
CENTRE(PWTC) KUALA LUMPUR

12TH INTERNATIONAL SABAH DART 
TOURNAMENT
24 - 26 MARCH  
@ KK COMMUNITY HALL, SABAH

TERENGGANU BIKE WEEK 2017
27 MARCH - 4 APRIL  @ KUALA TERENGGANU, 
TERENGGANU

TAMBUNAN FOOD AND CUISINE FESTIVAL
29 MARCH @ PISONPURUAN SQUARE, 
TAMBUNAN, SABAH

POWERMAN DUATHLON ASIA  
CHAMPIONSHIPS – MALAYSIA
4 - 5 MARCH @ DATARAN PUTRAJAYA

PLASTIC CITY
3 - 5 MARCH @ STAGE 2, PERFORMING ARTS 
CENTRE OF PENANG

LANGKAWI INTERNATIONAL MARITIME AND 
AEROSPACE (LIMA) EXHIBITION 2017
21 - 25 MARCH @ MAHSURI INTERNATIONAL 
EXHIBITION CENTRE (MIEC)

THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY ON ICE  
(100 YEARS CELEBRATION)
25 - 26 MARCH 
@ STADIUM MALAWATI, SHAH ALAM

LIFE SDN BHD – PEOPLE
2 - 5 MARCH 
@ PENTAS 2, THE KUALA LUMPUR PERFORMING 
ARTS CENTRE (KLPAC)

EAST WIND FESTIVAL
4 - 5 MARCH @ KAMPUNG ALU PAUH, PERLIS

KLAS ART AUCTION EDITION XXVI
12 MARCH  2017
KLAS @ JALAN UTARA 

PAHANG INTERNATIONAL MARATHON
12 MARCH  
@ TAMAN GELORA, KUANTAN, PAHANG

RAPTOR WATCH 2017
11 - 17 MARCH @ TANJUNG TUAN, MELAKA

IPOH PICNIC DAY
18 MARCH @ IPOH, PERAK

VIPER CHALLENGE 2017 SERIES
25 MARCH @ BATU KAWAN STADIUM, PENANG

PUTRAJAYA BRIDGE NIGHT RIDE
25 MARCH @ DATARAN PUTRAJAYA

- PUBLIC HOLIDAY



KLAS ART AUCTION EDITION XXVI
MARCH 12 
KLAS @ JALAN UTARA

Save the date because KLAS hosts its second art auction for the year. KL Lifestyle Art Space 
brings you coveted modern and contemporary artworks from outstanding artists from across 
the region such as Chuah Thean Teng, Awang Damit, Latiff Mohidin, Yusof Ghani, Ismail 
Latiff and Khalil Ibrahim.

Full Preview:
22 Feb - 11 March 2017
KLAS @ Jalan Utara
Open daily from 10am - 7pm
www.kl-lifestyle.com.my
Tel: +603 7932 0668

PLASTIC CITY
MARCH 3 - 5 @ STAGE 
2, PERFORMING ARTS 
CENTRE OF PENANG

Plastic City is a performance 
that incorporates traditional 
Wayang Kulit and contemporary 
experimental presentation. It 
jumps out of the box of ordinary 
black-and-white shadow play. The 
concept of the performance began 
with the reflection and thought on 
the relationship between humans 
and mother Earth. It illustrates and 
explores the coexistence of human 
and nature.

All the materials or plastic objects 
used are collected from what 
others have thrown away, to let 
them speak their inner voices out. 
A flashlight is then used to project 
their message out on the screen.

Environmental issues are universal, 
so hopefully this environmental 
theatre can dive into different 
places and have numerous 
interesting conversations.

Ticket: RM35

EAST WIND FESTIVAL
MARCH 4 - 5 
@ KAMPUNG ALU PAUH, 
PERLIS

Immerse yourself in an experience 
like no other - against a backdrop 
of a serene village setting and the 
everyday lives of paddy farmers.

Tel:+604 979 3604
www.jkkn.gov.my

MALAYSIA INTERNATIONAL FURNITURE 
FAIR
MARCH 8 - 11 @ PUTRA WORLD TRADE CENTRE & 
MATRADE EXHIBITION AND CONVENTION CENTRE, KL.

MIFF is an export-oriented furniture trade show held annually in Kuala Lumpur. 
It is also a globally leading trade show approved by UFI, The Global 
Association for Exhibition Industry.

www.miff.com.my

RAPTOR WATCH 2017
MARCH 11- 17 
@ TANJUNG TUAN, MELAKA

Raptor Watch is an exciting event for birdwatchers. 
Enthusiasts coverge in Port Dickson to watch the annual 
migration of these birds of prey, on their journey back 
to the northern hemisphere.

Tel: +603 - 2287 9422

PAHANG INTERNATIONAL MARATHON
MARCH 12 
@ TAMAN GELORA, KUANTAN, PAHANG

This marathon kicks off for the third time and aims to encourage 
Malaysians to adopt a healthy lifestyle as well as to promote Kuantan as 
a tourist destination.

Email: customercare@dustymonkeys.com.my
www.secure.monkeytheory.asia

POWERMAN DUATHLON ASIA  
CHAMPIONSHIPS – MALAYSIA
MARCH 4 - 5 @ DATARAN PUTRAJAYA

Powerman was first launched in 1989 in Zofingen, Switzerland is considered a premier brand 
for long-distance duathlons. This event unites the biggest and most well-known long-distance 
duathlons in the world under the International Powerman Association (IPA).

www.powermanmalaysia.com

12

LIFE SDN BHD – PEOPLE
MARCH 2 - 5 
@ PENTAS 2, KLPAC

Presented by The Actors Studio Seni Teater 
Rakyat
Directed by Datuk Faridah Merican
Artistic director: Joe Hasham OAM

After more than a decade, Life Sdn Bhd is 
happy to once again share real life stories by 
real life people.

Ticket: RM45

Entertainment In The City
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CHERITA FA SO LA TI
MARCH 24 - 26 
@ STAGE 2, PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE 
OF PENANG (PENANGPAC)

Side A - A Comedy
A time traveller tries to find P. Ramlee and warn him 
about his future. In the process, the time traveller gets 
lost in time and gathers new knowledge that will change 
him.

Side B - A Drama
A mother suffers from dementia and will behave 
erratically unless when she watches P. Ramlee’s movies. 
Her son is getting married and needs to decide on what 
to do with her.

Tickets: RM25-RM40

12th INTERNATIONAL SABAH 
DART TOURNAMENT
MARCH 24 - 26 
@ KK COMMUNITY HALL, SABAH

An annual event held in conjunction with the city’s 17th 
anniversary. The participants are local and international dart 
enthusiasts.

Email : lifred@dbkk.sabah.gov.my

PUTRAJAYA BRIDGE NIGHT RIDE
MARCH 25 @ DATARAN PUTRAJAYA

Putrajaya Bridge Night Ride (PBNR) is a fun and relaxing 
bicycle ride tour around the bridges of Putrajaya during the 
night time.

www.putrajayabridgeride.blogspot.my

IPOH PICNIC DAY
MARCH 18 @ IPOH, PERAK

This event showcases an array of over 160 food and 
merchandise stalls as well as celebrity vendors, stage 
entertainment, busking and the classical ‘wayang 
pacak’.

www.travelperak.com

MATTA FAIR 2017
MARCH 17 - 19 @PUTRA WORLD TRADE 
CENTRE (PWTC) KUALA LUMPUR

Malaysia’s premier travel extravaganza providing global 
exposure and endless business opportunities.

www.mattafair.org.my

LANGKAWI INTERNATIONAL MARITIME  
AND AEROSPACE (LIMA) EXHIBITION 2017
MARCH 21 - 25 @ MAHSURI INTERNATIONAL  
EXHIBITION CENTRE (MIEC)

LIMA’17 is the world’s only maritime and aerospace show of its kind,  
featuring some of the most impressive aircraft and vessels.

www.limaexhibition.com 24-26

Entertainment In The City
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1 MALAYSIA SUPER SALE
MARCH 1 - 31 
@ NATIONWIDE

The 1Malaysia Super Sale is part of the country’s thrice yearly nationwide sales campaign to promote Malaysia as a world-class 
shopping destination to domestic and international tourists.

Email : enq-megasales@tourism.gov.my
www.malaysia.travel

TAMBUNAN FOOD AND 
CUISINE FESTIVAL
MARCH 29 
@ PISONPURUAN SQUARE, 
TAMBUNAN, SABAH

Tambunan Food and Cuisine Festival is a one-day 
event that would whet your appetite with traditional 
and fusion delights.

Email: pdtambunan@gmail.com

THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY ON ICE (100 YEARS CELEBRATION)
MARCH 25 - 26 @ STADIUM MALAWATI, SHAH ALAM

Enter a dazzling world where adventure awaits at The Wonderful World of Disney On Ice! Join Mickey, Minnie, Donald and Goofy 
on a walk down memory lane in colourful celebration of magic, spirit and family fun. Dory is back along with loved ones Nemo 
and Marlin from Disney•Pixar’s Finding Dory. Dive deep into the ocean with your favourite school of fish in a brand new journey of 
discovery as they learn a few things about the real meaning of family. Travel to the wintery world of Arendelle with sisters Anna and 
Elsa, and the hilarious Olaf from Disney’s Frozen as they learn that true love is the greatest magic of all.

 Nothing is out of reach for Rapunzel as her friends help light the way. Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs make their own magic 
and learn we can do ANYTHING with our friends in tow. Buzz and Woody will have you jumping out of your seat in a foot-stomping 
showdown; Simba, Timon and Pumbaa prowl the Pridelands; Jasmine, Aladdin and Genie show friendship is fearless; and your 
favourite Disney Princesses stay strong and journey on. Make unforgettable memories as you explore The Wonderful World of Disney 
On Ice!

1-30

VIPER CHALLENGE 2017 SERIES
MARCH 25 
@ BATU KAWAN STADIUM, PENANG

Known as Asia’s Largest Obstacle Course Running event, Viper 
Challenge is a brainchild of Original Bootcamp Sdn Bhd, which  
is also known for its fitness programme. Started in 2013, Viper 
Challenge has now become immensely popular, with frequent 
sold out events and currently have over 90,000 enthusiasts 
participating in the events locally and internationally. The Viper 
Challenge has multiple formats, catering to the masses as well as 
the elite few. From the more family oriented Revrun to the mentally 
and physically demanding viper 2 Four, Viper Challenge is known 
to push the boundaries of not just physical events, but also the 
landscape of health and fitness in the region.

www.viperchallenge.com

TERENGGANU BIKE WEEK 2017
MARCH 27 - APRIL 4
@ KUALA TERENGGANU, TERENGGANU

The annual event that gathers bikers from all around the country and brings 
them to Terengganu.
Email: terengganubikeweek@gmail.com

 www.inflatableamazingrun.com 

Entertainment In The City
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MARCH
POWER RANGERS
23 MARCH

After finding out that their small town of Angel 
Grove, as well as the world, is about to be 
destroyed by an alien force, five ordinary high 
school kids must overcome their real-life issues 
as they are the only ones who can save the 
planet. They will have to defeat Rita Repulsa by 
banding together as the Power Rangers.

Genre: Action / Science Fiction
Cast: Dacre Montgomery, Becky Gomez, Ludi 
Lin, Naomi Scott, RJ Cyler, Elizabeth Banks.

A DOG’S PURPOSE
2 MARCH

A Labrador called Boss, seeking for its 
purpose in life, goes through several 
reincarnations as different dogs. Some of its 
reincarnations include a German Shepherd 
police dog, a Corgi and a Golden Retriever. 
In its final reincarnation, it is reunited once 
again with its first owner, Ethan.

Genre: Comedy / Drama
Cast: Britt Robertson, Dennis Quaid, Josh 
Gad, Peggy Lipton.

LOGAN
2 MARCH 

Logan is caring for ailing Professor 
X in the near future while hiding out 
at the Mexican border. But when 
a young mutant arrives, chased by 
dark forces, Logan`s attempt to hide 
from the world and his legacy are 
shattered.

Genre: Action / Adventure
Cast: Hugh Jackman, Patrick 
Stewart.

KONG: SKULL ISLAND
4 MARCH

A team of explorers discover a 
treacherous and prehistoric island, where 
they encounter the gigantic King Kong. 
They soon realise Kong is not the only 
mysterious creature living on the island. 

Genre: Action / Adventure
Cast: Tom Hiddleston, Brie Larson, 
Samuel L. Jackson, Jason Mitchell, Corey 
Hawkins, Toby Kebbell, Tom Wilkinson, 
John Goodman, John C. Reilly.

BEHIND THE WALLS
30 MARCH 

A horror movie told from the point of 
view of the haunted house itself. It waits 
patiently for years for someone to move 
in. Finally, a broken family desperately 
seeking new beginnings moves into it, 
thinking it will be their new happy home. 
Little do they know, there is something evil 
behind the walls, something that wants 
them to stay - forever.

Genre: Horror
Cast: Vanessa Angel, Hutch Dano, 
Reggie Lee, Lew Temple.

GHOST IN THE SHELL
30 MARCH

This sci-fi movie takes place in 2029, 
where humanity has access to cybernetic 
bodies called “shells” that enable them to 
have supernatural powers. Major Motoko 
Kusanagi is the captain of the Public 
Security Section 9, who has been assigned 
to capture the hacker known as the Puppet 
Master.

Genre: Action / Crime / Drama
Cast: Scarlett Johansson, Pilou Asbæk.

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
16 MARCH 

The live-action version of Disney`s “Beauty 
and the Beast”, based on a fairy tale of the 
same name by Jeanne-Marie Leprince de 
Beaumont, is about a prince who is cursed 
by a witch and turned into an ugly beast. 
Belle, a beautiful bookworm, is the one 
who will break the spell for him. 

Genre: Fantasy / Romance / Musical
Cast: Emma Watson, Dan Stevens, Luke 
Evans, Emma Thompson, Kevin Kline, Ian 
McKellen, Ewan McGregor, Josh Gad, 
Stanley Tucci.

AMERICAN PASTORAL
2 MARCH

Set in 1960s post-war America, a 
successful Jewish American businessman, 
Seymour “Swede” Levov, lives a seemingly 
perfect life. But everything falls apart when 
his daughter goes missing after being 
accused of a violent bombing.

Genre: Drama
Cast: Ewan McGregor, Dakota Fanning, 
Jennifer Connelly, Rupert Evans, Valorie 
Curry.

LIFE
23 MARCH

The six-member crew of the International 
Space Station discovers the first evidence 
of extra-terrestrial life on Mars. They begin 
to conduct research and realise the life 
form is more intelligent than anyone ever 
expected.

Genre: Science Fiction / Thriller
Cast: Ryan Reynolds, Rebecca Ferguson, 
Jake Gyllenhaal, Hiroyuki Sanada.
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

A FORCE TO BE  
RECKONED WITH

Name it, Dr Soo Wincci has done it all. 
This singer, actress, model, chef, host, 
beauty queen, entrepreneur, PhD holder 
and now author is truly an inspiration for 
all. She is a testament to how dreams 
do come true. With several titles under 
her belt, Dr Soo Wincci remains down 
to earth yet larger than life. In her 
relentless efforts to expand her expertise 
and experience, she has now taken up 
the role of motivational speaker in her 
upcoming world tour, ‘Inwinccible’. Find 
out what makes Dr Soo Wincci a force 
to be reckoned with and get inspired 
by her story where she goes against all 
odds to achieve her success.

DR 
SOO 
WINCCI

STYLED BY: STYLE BY OSH
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HOW DID YOU DECIDE TO PURSUE A PHD 
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION?
Actually, after I completed my Master’s, I thought it was 
just enough but a year later, I felt empty. That was when I 
decided to challenge myself by pursuing my doctorate. I 
was concerned whether I could juggle work and the course 
at the time. That’s the reason why I did it part time. While 
undertaking my PhD, I wanted to base my thesis on the 
Malaysian industry; I wanted to contribute to the Malaysian 
industry. Education has always been something I loved, so it 
was a natural choice to make. Initially, I intended to give up 
because my schedule was too hectic. I knew that pursuing a 
PhD wasn’t easy. I came to the realisation that doing a PhD 
isn’t about being academically good, but it is actually about 
perseverance and patience. Along the way, I changed myself 
to become more patient and this subsequently changed my 
perspective.

WAS IT AN EASY DECISION TO MAKE,  
TO PURSUE A PHD?
No, it wasn’t. A lot of people within the industry tried to 
stop me. They didn’t want me to be tired because they 
knew it wasn’t an easy feat. My family did not approve of 
my decision at first too. I faced a lot of challenges, from 
the people surrounding me to my thesis itself. The fifth year 
especially, was a hurdle as I had to carry out my study on 
social media before all the data became outdated. Time was 
also running out for me to graduate.

ON YOUR MORE RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS, 
TELL US ABOUT THE BOOK YOU HAVE 
WRITTEN.
Recently, I asked myself what’s next for Dr Soo Wincci. I did not 
want to be trapped in the entertainment line, so I decided to 
dedicate my time to inspire and to give back to youths. As an 
entertainer, I have been given so much; I asked myself what could 
I give that surpasses the monetary value? Therefore, I wrote this 
book as a ‘dream therapist’. I want to inspire youths to dream. This 
book goes hand in hand with my motivational tour. I want to tell 
the youths of today that studying should be the ‘new thing’. I want 
to tell them that it’s not about getting good results. Life is about 
looking for answers and I would like to pave a way for the youths 
of today to do that.

WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO START THE 
MOTIVATIONAL TOUR?
Basically, the motivational tour is my way of giving back to the 
community. I have wanted to do this for a while now. It was a 
promise I made to myself if I graduated. It is a means for me to 
touch the lives of youths. I want them to tell me their problems and 
in return, I’ll try to solve those problems. It’s a new and diverse 
challenge compared to the ones I have faced in the entertainment 
line. This is kind of a pet project for me, a project for me to 
practise my doctorate in a very different way. I do not want to 
proceed to university and start lecturing. This tour is for me to test 
the waters, to find out the needs of the youths before my attempt to 
dive into the deep end in university.

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FORWARD TO THE 
MOST DURING YOUR MOTIVATIONAL TOUR?
I guess I’m looking forward to the various questions they would 
pose. Kids these days have progressed way beyond our 
imagination so it would be interesting to listen to the questions they 
come up with. Also, I would like for them to share their problems 
with me. I want to hold their hands and analyse how we can 
overcome their problems together. It would be great to witness 
how they have progressed in life after the motivational tour too.

YOU SEEM TO BE DOING SO MANY THINGS 
WITHIN SHORT TIME PERIODS. WHAT KEEPS 
YOU GOING?
I think that it is my Malaysian identity that keeps me going. 
I believe that someone needs to help our country. I want to 
contribute to my country as it has given me so much. Another 
driving force for me is that there are a lot of negativity surrounding 
us. When things get tough, people look for a light at the end of 
the tunnel. I would like to be that light of hope for the people. I 
have attained the highest education and I don’t want it to stop 
there. I would like to make use of my education to contribute 
to society through my book and my motivational tour. I tend to 
get bored when things I do become habitual and more of a 
routine. That’s exactly why I delve into various avenues; to keep 
challenging myself to stay out of my comfort zone. I treat my life as 
art and I’m the subject. It is a vision.

Top left: From Soo Wincci to Dr Soo Wincci
Top right: Soo Wincci receiving her doctorate

lower left: Dr Soo Wincci with her family
lower right: Dr Soo Wincci receives an award
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WHAT’S ONE THING THAT’S HAPPENED TO 
YOU THAT HAS MADE YOU A STRONGER 
PERSON?
A lot of people and critics told me that I was crazy when I 
wanted to pursue my PhD. However, thinking about it now, if 
everything had gone on smoothly, I might not have completed 
the course. I think that it was the criticisms that drove me to 
prove the critics wrong. I am a stronger person today, thanks to 
the people who pushed me down and said that I couldn’t do 
it. I see myself as a ball, when people try to push me down, 
I bounce back up. My parents were also quite firm with me 
growing up but I am thankful for it because I know that all 
they wanted to do was to protect me. The harder they pushed 
me, the bigger was my drive to succeed. I believe this is why 
I love hardship; I am built for it. Going through hardship and 
challenges has opened my eyes to the magnitude of success, 
having travelled down the road that most people don’t want to 
travel in. 

WHO IS THE ONE PERSON IN THE WORLD 
WHO KNOWS YOU BEST?
Myself. I think that I’m the only person who can surprise myself. 
I find myself taken aback at times as to how far I can go and 
how much adversity I can go through. There is no one in this 
whole wide world who will know you as much as you know 
yourself. It is your duty to discover your inner self; whom you 
truly are. 

YOU HAVE GOTTEN QUITE A NUMBER OF 
AWARDS IN THE PAST FEW YEARS, ANY 
PARTICULAR AWARD YOU HAVE YOUR EYE 
ON?
Oscars, for sure. I would probably take another 10 years to 
achieve this. I have achieved the title that I want (my PhD). So 
the next award I have my eye on is the Oscars. I don’t want 
to attain it just as an actress, I want to do more, perhaps as 
a director or producer. I told myself that I needed another 
challenge. I want to bring as many Malaysians with me to 
achieve that award together. I might do a project (movie) here 
in Malaysia to not only promote our country but to also promote 
the talents available in our country. I want to win an Oscar in 
a team of Malaysians, for Malaysia. I am aware that there will 
be a lot of trials but I will be persistent, no matter how long it 
takes to win that award. That is my aim. 

WHAT IS THE DR SOO WINCCI IMAGE 
THAT YOU ARE STRIVING FOR?
I am striving for smart to be the new sexy thing. People 
perceive PhD holders as nerdy and old; I would like to break 
that perception. Being smart is a characteristic that I hope 
people will look up to, something to inspire them to follow and 
it should be the new ‘fashion’.

WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST GOAL IN LIFE?
My biggest goal in life is to touch the hearts of everyone in 
the world in a personal sense. I want to affect people’s lives in 
various ways, via my music or my charity work. The world is 
my oyster. 

OF ALL YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS, WHICH 
ONE DO YOU TREASURE THE MOST?
My doctorate that I received. It was the only award that I 
cried a river when I received it. This is because it was the only 
accomplishment that I solely contributed to and thus, the one I 
treasure the most. My PhD was my baby. A baby that took six 
years of adversity and effort to bloom. I am not a born genius, 
but I trained myself to work hard and keep pushing through to 
achieve what I want.   

WHAT WORDS OF WISDOM COULD YOU 
SHARE WITH YOUR FANS AND FOLLOWERS 
OUT THERE?
Work on your dreams until they become a reality. An important 
thing to remember is to not compare yourself with others. It’s 
okay to have healthy competition, but, you are your own 
person; work on your dreams at your own pace. Don’t let 
exam results or marks justify the person you are. It is the effort 
that you put into it that counts. You should also make rough 
plans or future projections to act as guides, so you may never 
stray away from making your dreams a reality.

AND FINALLY, WHAT CAN WE EXPECT 
SOON FROM DR SOO WINCCI?
Endless surprises. I have a mission in life to give back to the 
world through various means. Also, I will keep striving to 
be better and to do better. The end of the line is still at the 
horizon.

STYLED BY: STYLE BY OSH
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THE SKY  
IS THE 
LIMIT
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Soaring High

There is a whole 
wide world of 
experiences 
taunting us and 
awaiting us to 
explore it. Life is 
too short to be 
mundane, so let’s 
be spontaneous. 
Let’s soar high in 
the sky amidst the 
clouds. Paul Beaver 
once said that life 
is short. The world 
is big. It awaits 
your exploration. 
If you’re not living 
on the edge, you’re 
taking up way too 
much space. 

ZIPLINING
Pulau Sapi, Sabah is known for its 
picturesque sceneries and its crystal clear 
water. Apart from that, it now houses the 
world’s longest zip line. If that’s not enough, 
Malaysia is home to the longest zip line in 
South-East Asia measuring 530 metres at 
Bukit Tinggi. How incredible is our country? 
Pulau Sapi has the world’s longest island zip 
line, a bigger-scaled version of a flying fox 
that enables users to cruise from one island 
to the Tunku Abdul Rahman Marine Park like 
you are literally sailing in the air. It might 
remind you of Captain Jack Sparrow from 
the Pirates of the Carribean.

BUNGY JUMPING
Why travel all the way to New Zealand 
when you can do it at Sunway Theme Park? 
Feel the rush of wind slapped against your 
face when you jump from a height of 22 
metres, which is the equivalent height of a 
9-storey building. Located in the extreme 
park section, over the longest pedestrian 
suspension bridge in the world (428 
m/1404 ft long), an amazing experience 
awaits the courageous and mighty who is 
willing to do a free-fall jump. Dive head first 
to an experience that will be etched in your 
memory forever. 

SKYDIVING
Yes, adrenaline junkies, skydiving is 
possible in Malaysia. Unfortunately, it 
is only available at selected areas such 
as Segamat, Johor, Taiping, Perak and 
Langkawi due to regulations. You have to 
make prior arrangements with the Kuala 
Lumpur Skydiving Association to book a 
skydive session. The Kuala Lumpur Skydiving 
Association is the only registered skydiving 
club in Malaysia that was established 
in 1980. With the limited number of 
aircraft available for the sport, beginners 
have to start on static-line jumps and later 
progressing them to freefall. In a static-line 
jump, the parachute will open automatically 
within 3 seconds after the jumper exits 
the aircraft. This is made possible by a 
static-line that pulls the pin to open the 
harness container to release the parachute. 
Experience the blood rushing to your ears, 
adrenaline pumping, and a breathtaking 
view before you. You won’t be sorry.

FLYBOARDING
A relatively new sport, this activity involves the 
use of water propulsion to give the user the 
ability to “fly” over water. Just imagine being 
like the Green Goblin whizzing your way 
over the waters of Putrajaya. The Flyboard is 
the newest and inventive extreme sport that is 
sure to get you amusingly drenched. It is an 
accessory that is attached to a PWC (Personal 
Watercraft) that gives the Flyboard propulsion 
through air and water. The propulsion is routed 
through the primary nozzle that attaches to the 
feet of the Flyboard user. Technicalities aside, 
it is an activity that will push you out of your 
comfort zone, but oh boy, it will be a convivial 
ride you don’t want to miss. 

SKYTREX ADVENTURE?
Do not be fooled, this is not your ordinary 
jungle trekking. Skytrex Adventure is the first of 
its kind in Malaysia, providing a tree-to-tree ‘sky-
trekking’ experience where you can fly like a 
bird, swing like a monkey, glide and dangle on 
the various aerial obstacles suspended above 
the lush tropical Malaysian rainforest. Unleash 
the Mowgli in you by taking up the challenges 
offered by the circuits at the various parks in 
which they are located and soak in the best that 
mother nature has to offer.  

HELICOPTER RIDE
Kuala Lumpur is a beautiful city; what better 
way to enjoy spectacular views of Kuala Lumpur 
and its city panorama than on a helicopter? 
Reach great heights and glide above the city 
to witness the melting pot that is Kuala Lumpur 
in all its glory. Be it with friends or family, 
this helicopter ride is sure to change your 
paradigm. Literally. There is no better way to 
soar high than in style.

HOT AIR BALLOON RIDE IN 
PUTRAJAYA
Putrajaya is not only the centre of government 
administration, but it has also become the 
centre of liveliness. Did you know that you can 
go on hot air balloon rides in Putrajaya? And 
no, I am not talking about the yearly Putrajaya 
Hot Air Balloon Fiesta but about the daily flights 
done there. Chase the wind with your other 
half or your family on a celebratory occasion 
by going on a conspicuous ride. Float through 
the concrete landscapes of the city, amidst the 
skyscrapers, condominiums, and rivers through 
the city like a butterfly.
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Ever found yourself caught in a moment where things 
are going south while you’re headed north? Don’t fret 
because it happens to the best of us. We have found seven 
practical life hacks to make your life a tad simpler and 
easier.

1. HOW TO REMOVE PERMANENT MARKER FROM EVERYTHING
Have you ever got carried away during a business pitch where you enthusiastically wave 
the permanent marker pen around, accidently presenting on yourself too? Don’t worry 
because we have found a life hack to help you remove that stain. Simply lather hand 
sanitizer on the stain and voila, stain be gone.

2. WHEN YOUR PANTS DON’T FIT
This certainly counts as an unfortunate moment. Believe me, we all had instances where 
buttoning up our pants was a feat. We have found a life hack that would come to the 
rescue. Use a hair tie and hook one end of the hair tie to your button. Take the other end 
and loop it through the button hole and hook it back to the button. Make sure the hair tie 
you use is tight and use a long blouse or shirt to cover the pants.

3. ZIPPER BREAKS
When your fly is perpetually down or suddenly decides to fail you, look around for a key 
ring. Don’t underestimate the power of this modest item. Fix the key ring on your zipper (or 
what’s left of it) and voila, an alternative. Now you can zipper your fly up.

4. WHEN YOU BURN YOURSELF
Burnt yourself while cooking or curling your hair? We know how painful it is. Don’t fear 
if you don’t have aloe or a burn cream to soothe the pain and reduce the redness of the 
burn. There’s something in your house that would do the trick too, and it is soy sauce. Dab 
soy sauce immediately after the burn to stop a scar from forming and to soothe the painful 
area. P/S: Don’t leave the soy sauce on for too long.

5. UNTYING STUBBORN KNOTS
Knots are tricky, as they’re supposed to be. Don’t you just hate it when you are trying to 
retrieve something urgently and yet the knot just wouldn’t budge? Instead of spending 
minutes violently trying to untie the knot, twist the loose end so it stiffens, then push it 
backward into itself and tada, knot no more.

6. IF YOUR HAIR TIE BREAKS
If your hair tie snaps, simply reach out for a chopstick. What you want to do is to twist your 
hair into a bun and slid the chopstick through your bun. Not only is it practical, it could be 
used as an accessory too.

7. DRAWER DIVIDERS
I don’t know about you, but my office drawer is a mess. It is filled with an assortment of 
stationeries, documents and etc. Recently, I found a life hack that organizes the chaos that 
is in my drawer, and it is simple too. Recycle your used cereal box, wrap it with wrapping 
paper for great divided space in a desk drawer. You can trim the cereal box with scissors 
or a pen knife to suit the drawer. 

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Life made easier
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ABC 

BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL 

Stirring up Fun and Food

T
he biggest concern I have as 
someone who loves food is my 
own lack of cooking skills but that 
is about to change as I entrust my 
culinary journey with Japan’s No.1 

modern baking and cooking studio, ABC 
Cooking Studio. Hailing from Shizuoka 
Prefecture, the studio offers a fun and 
educational cooking experience with five 
different courses – cooking, bread, cake, 
kids and wagashi (traditional Japanese 
dessert). Not only will you learn how to 
cook authenthic Japanese dishes, also an 
get responsed to culinary terms that will add 
spice to your gastronomic experience. 

Though Malaysia is a food hub for different 
kinds of cuisine, there can be no argument 
that many Malaysians and even expatriates 
appreciate the marvel of Japanese cuisine. 
Hence, it makes complete sense why the 
first studio was set up at a strategic location, 
Pavilion Elite, Kuala Lumpur. Instead of 
relying on complicated cooking shows or 
videos, you can enjoy the art of cooking with 
a supportive group and skilled instructors 
who are happy to give you the undivided 
attention you need to cook well. You see, this 
is possible because each class’s conducted 
in groups of four while a trained professional 
provides step-by-step guidance. This is the 
kind of experience you can enjoy whether 
you go solo or not. I found that they brought 
the essence of Japanese culture to the 
classes, specifically precision and sincerity. 
Despite the look of the place with state-of-the-
art facilities, you really don’t need to try to 
be impressive. Made a mistake? “Hito wa 
shippai kara manabu” (People learn from 
their mistake).

 In the month of March, the Japanese home 
cooking course offers a lesson in making 
Chirashizushi – sushi rice and daifuku. There 
are different recipes to learn each month and 
it is all specially crafted in Japan and regularly 
revised by the studio’s professionals. During 
the trial lesson, I received an illustrated easy-to-
understand recipe sheet so I can bring home 
the experience and taste to share from my 
new-found cooking skills with my family. Let’s 
just say, I have been reinstated with access 
to my kitchen facilities other than the fridge. 
As for the Cake Course, I would recommend 
to try your hands at baking a Gateau Blanc 
cake which would make for a romantic and 
thoughtful gift should you find yourself in 
the mood to celebrate a Japanese cultural 
occasion, White Day (opposite of Valentine’s 
Day when men make a return gift to their 
signifigant other). In this class, you will be 
taught to master six different basic techniques 
in the art of baking. 

Kids would benefit a lot from the experience 
of learning how to cook in a sense of not just 
developing skills and discipline but also as 
an education to healthy eating habits. In fact, 
a recent study showed that Japan has the 
highest healthy life expectancy in the world 
and that is due to their healthy eating habits. 

One of the main factors that inspired this 
was that most Japanese parents encouraged 
their children from infancy to enjoy a wide 
variety of different healthy foods. The lessons 
at ABC Cooking Studio are designed for kids 
between the tender age of four and 8 years. 
And places emphasis on etiquette, health, 
safety guidance and the concept of mutual 
sharing. It wouldn’t hurt the chances of your 
child’s potential to join MasterChef Junior as 
well. 

Next time, I’d like to try out the Wagashi 
Course to further immerse myself in the 
art of making of Japanese sweets. To me, 
the highlight of the experience is that you 
don’t need to have great skills, specialised 
equipments or hard-to-find ingredients. You 
get to walk away with an unforgetable 
experience, make new friends and take pride 
in the ability to create a lovely home-cooked 
meal. 

Pavilion Elite KL, Lot 7.102,  
168 Jalan Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
Contact Number: +6012 914 0002 /  
+6012 973 0002
Opening Hours: 10:00 - 22:00 
Website: www.abc-cooking.com.my 
www.facebook.com/abccookingstudio.my

The Malaysian studio boasts state-of-the-art facilities with original and easy-to-learn Japanese recipes  
that are sure to impress those ready to either cultivate or perfect their culinary skills.

Cooking Studio 

Guest at ABC Cooking Studio’s launch learning to make Chicken Ham Mayonnaise Bread

The studio has been opened to the public from 
December 9th onwards for those who wish to trial 
a class or sign up for a course.

Guests enjoying themselves at the cooking station
One of the many delicious delicacies you can learn 

to make with your own hands
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HUNNY MADU
Hiranmayii Awli talks to

We get down to business with this multi-talented lady

Tell us a bit about yourself.
I have six jobs. I’m a singer/rapper, host, 
songwriter, mum, wife, I run HM Studio 
KL and I am also the founder and owner 
of Madu Cosmetics. I’ve got a very busy 
schedule and I try to achieve my goals 
with these different ventures. 

If you could pick one moment as the 
highlight of your career, what would it be?
When I released my ‘Pulau Janji’ album 
back in 2011, everyone was surprised 
that I had a song collaboration with Anuar 
Zain called ‘Kisah Kita’. In 2012, I won 
as ‘Coolest Radio Announcer’ at Shout 
Awards. In 2014, I released a full mixtape 
with Kayda called ‘Go Hard or Gostan’ 
and that song became a hit. It felt like a real 
album release. Last year (2016), we were 
nominated for the aforementioned song at 
AIM 2016 for Best Duo Collaboration. There 
have been so many highlights really, I can’t 
pinpoint just one. To be honest, I don’t really 
look at past successes; certain failures make 
me who I am and I’m all about the present 
and future. 

Tell us a little about your upcoming 
projects.
I’m finishing up my second album now and 
I plan to release it later this year or in early 
2018. The first single of the album is called 
‘Get Money’ featuring Radio 3000 (an 
artiste from the USA). It will be out in March 
2017.  This album defines the new me. 
Business wise, we launched Madu 
Cosmetics in December 2016 with The 
Artiste collection of seven matte lipsticks, 
all named after old and new songs. The 
theme for my cosmetics brand is music 
and it is doing well so far. We are based 
online and I have a small team. I’m very 
much hands on with the whole process. In 
January 2017, my family and I opened a 
full-fledged recording studio, dance and 
event space called HM Studio located in 
Sunway Giza. It is a very comfortable space 
and it’s officially open now for recordings. 
Check out my Instagram (@hunnymadu) for 
more info. 

What does your daily diet consist of?
Lots of protein, vegetables and I try not 
to indulge in carbs after 7pm. This strict 
diet is only for weekdays but I have some 
cheat days during the weekend. I’ve started 
working out religiously at Fire Station and 
have been following the advice from my 
trainers there.

What is your guilty pleasure when it comes 
to food?
Ice cream, white rice with sambal belacan 
and popcorn. Lots of popcorn!

Three Malaysian food that you cannot live 
without are…
Roti Telur, Mee Goreng Mamak, Nasi 
Lemak!
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Tell us how you got into the entertainment 
line.
My mum and dad are both into music 
and poetry. Growing up, my dad would 
help me out with reciting Malay poetry or 
‘sajak’ and speeches for school and my 
mum made me learn the piano, guitar and 
drums. She plays the guitar herself and 
had a singing group called Silhouettes and 

was on TV and performing in the 1970s. 
My whole family is into singing. Actually, 
we do it for fun at home almost every 
weekend. I’ve always been singing and 
rapping since I was young and always 
told my parents that was what I wanted 
to do for the rest of my life and they were 
supportive from the beginning. In fact, 
starting HM Studio was their idea. 

Any food-related rituals before you go on 
the radio or perform?
Before a performance or hosting a gig, I 
usually can’t eat much, maybe just a piece 
of bread and lots of coffee. But on radio, 
as it gets really cold during a shift, I would 
try to take small meals in between to keep 
the energy going. Either way, lots of coffee.

What do you do to keep yourself 
healthy/looking good?
I try to work out at Fire Station three to four 

times a week and I take different classes there 
to ensure I get a whole body workout. For 
the rest of the day, I try to reduce my sugar 
intake, which means I don’t usually have 
sweet drinks, just natural glucose from juice. 
I stay hydrated throughout the day with just 
water and I like having enough sleep daily to 
get good energy for work and play. That is 
it really.

And finally, what are your aspirations in 
life?
To be remembered as someone who was 
genuine, honest, helpful and kind. 

Mamak Mee Goreng

Nasi Lemak
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Once Upon a Toast, We Fell In Love

HARAJU CUBE
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL 

103, Level 1, (Above Texas Chicken) Empire Damansara, Damansara Perdana, 
47800 Petaling Jaya,Selangor
Tel: 016-6665973 / 010-2268592
Email: harajucube@gmail.com

I
nspired by the famous dessert café in Bangkok, After You Café, Haraju Cube is lovely 
dessert café that offers a taste of the famous Shibuya honey toast that has charmed 
the hearts of patrons in Malaysia. The humble-sized café is located within one of the 
most chic and eccentric F&B venues, Empire Damansara. The bright yellow walls, 
comfy furniture and abundance of natural lighting all create a the cheerful and inviting 

ambience. As the logo implies, the constant aspect of the menu is all in the shape of cubes 
be they savoury or sweet. There are nine different honey toasts to choose from and several 
savoury options that you probably can’t get anywhere else in Malaysia. Without further ado, 
we will dig into the menu highlights. 

HARUJU BOMB 
Prepare yourself for an explosive experience in your mouth when you have this. This would be 
an excellent choice for first time customers as it contains bits and parts of all the eight flavours 
offered in the menu. For all the honey toast options, you can choose between matcha and 
vanilla ice cream flavour that goes in the middle of all the edible art. Once the photos were 
taken, we were instructed to cut through the four corners of the honey toast which revealed 
cubes of bread with our matching ice cream trickling on it. Even non-dessert lovers would 
appreciate the visual appeal. Speaking of which, we were pleasantly surprised that the 
Haraju Bomb was not nearly as sweet as the look implied. It was actually exquisitly balanced 
in both texture and flavour. 

HAM AND CHEESE 
Unlike most dessert-oriented cafes, Haraju Cube offers quite a unique array of savoury options 
to enjoy. Keeping up the engaging experience, we slowly pierced the fork through the egg 
yolk in the middle for the dark orange goodness to drip on the ham and toast. Such moments 
are just as exciting as the flavours. Though the look is simple, the taste is indulgent and light 
which makes it an ideal meal option to get you through a long day. While you are having 
this, it would be a good idea to try out their guava-kiwi juice to refresh yourself with. 

HARAJU MILK SERIES 
I am sure many of you can relate to experiencing a fun childhood with cookies and milk. The 
Haraju Milk Series elevates that experience with their homemade milk. You can choose from 
three different flavours, namely coffee, butterscotch and fruits. We fell head over heels for the 
butterscotch milk. It had an amazing texture that was smooth yet light to enjoy over and over 
again. In a matter of minutes, the milk was finished and all that was left was a smile on our 
faces. 

SALMON WITH CHEESE HOTDOG ONIGIRI
I’ve been to my fair share of Japanese restaurants and yet there aren’t many that make 
Japanese Onigiri like this. Probably because you’d need to hone a certain level of technique 
to be able to make it just right. This dish was truly enjoyable on several levels. Staying true 
to how Japanese scrambled eggs are made, the eggs were soft and light. The onigiri had a 
burst of salmon flavour that kept us excited in each bite. My personal favourite was the hotdog 
that was juicy and tender with lovely levels of saltiness and creaminess balanced by the 
cheese. 

Be sure to come here with an appetite and charged cameras to do justice to the amazing 
flavour and presentation of the dishes.  

Nasi Ayam Melecur

Pork-free

From the top left: Haraju Cube Guava-Kiwi Juice, Salmon with Cheese Hotdog Onigiri,  
Cheese and Ham, Haraju Bomb and Haraju Milk series, Butterscotch.
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Into the Dragon’s den for a fiery fare
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

T
his month’s food review took us on 
a journey to the food haven that 
is Bangsar. A recent addition to 
the myriad of restaurants in APW 
Bangsar is Kaiju, which offers a 

unique fusion of Japanese and Thai cuisine. 
We entered the lair of the dragon into a 
warm, Japanese-esque interior with a massive 
suspended origami dragon overhead that 
is befitting of the restaurant’s name. The 
restaurant is encapsulated by floor to ceiling 
glass windows, allowing the natural sunlight 
in. The magnet that is APW has attracted a 
diverse clientele from the inquisitive to the 
habituals.

Kaiju Company offers an interesting selection 
of rice bowls, salads and pastas with fun 
and bold fusion flavours. When we asked 
the owner, Mr Edwin (a Japanese cuisine 
Masterchef) about what he would like his 
customers to experience at Kaiju Company, 
he explained that Kaiju Company is a cosy 
place that serves comfort food. As to the 
presentation of his comfort food, the owner 
drew inspiration from the Melbourne food 
scene where the presentation of food there is 
casual and almost messy. However, they make 
up for the simple presentation by using the 
freshest ingredients and they play around with 
colours that are easy on the eyes. He saw it, 
he loved it and he adapted it.
 

alongside a chicken patty, fried egg and 
mango. This Japanese staple dish is the 
epitome of comfort food. It invokes a warm 
and fuzzy feeling you can’t help but smile 
when eating.

Thailand’s staple dish is of course the tom 
yum, and how we were not surprised that it 
made its way to Kaiju’s menu. How could we 
not try this mouth-watering goodness named 
the Tom Yum Udon. This fare in our opinion 
embodies the true meaning of Thai-Japanese 
fusion. It consists of the Japanese udon, fish 
noodle, prawn, squid and topped off with an 
egg. We loved this dish even before it could 
reach our table as the lemongrass, galangal 
and lime leaf aroma teased our nostrils. It is 
noteworthy that there are big, fat juicy prawns 
and squid floating in a sea of tom yum soup 
and udon. We slurped it up like there was no 
tomorrow.

And now to the alcohol; we were served two 
different drinks that used sake as their base 
note. The Lychee Sake and Ribena Sake are 
especially refreshing for a hot and humid 
weather. The Ribena and Lychee added a kick 
of flavour to the sake but not to the point of 
overpowering it. What we personally loved 
about it was the perfect blend and the perfect 
quantity of sake in the beverage. It was the 
perfect libation to end a long day.

Our personal favourite was without a doubt, 
the Sashimin salad, comprising mixed raw 
fish, Tobiko, mixed green leaves, egg, 
house salad sauce and garlic sauce. Words 
alone couldn’t describe the feeling of eating 
this beautiful dish. It was an experience. Its 
colourful appearance was complemented 
by such wonderful depth in flavour. The 
garlic sauce, homemade salad sauce and 
even the pinch of sesame seeds blended 
seamlessly with the mixed leaves and raw 
fish. We never thought we would say this 
but it is by far the only salad that we truly 
relished. Though simple in look, it genuinely 
gave us a moment of euphoria.

Soon after, we tried the 555 Salmon Tata 
(owner’s favourite creation). Not only is it an 
interesting name, but it is also fascinating in 
appearance and taste. Honestly, we have 
yet to try something like this. It was quite 
refreshing for our palates. The combination 
of mashed potato and raw salmon had a 
soft consistency that melted in our mouth at 
moment of consumption. The wasabi garlic 
oil and truffle oil provided that extra zest that 
pushed the dish an extra mile.

For those of you who appreciate Japanese 
curry, we recommend indulging in the 
Hawaiian Kaiju Rice served as a generous 
helping of Japanese curry and rice 

29, Jalan Riong, Bangsar, 59100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +60 3-2788 3796

Pork-free

Sashimin Salad and 555 Salmon Tata

Hawaiian Kaiju Rice Tom Yam Udon
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A Stylish French Culinary Affair 

BRASSERIE 25
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL 

I
n a seemingly down-to-earth 
neighbourhood, lies a stylish new 
addition to Marriott International’s 
Autograph Collection, Hotel Stripes 
Kuala Lumpur. Along with it, a stylish 

new casual French restaurant, Brasserie 
25 that has us completely smitten with the 
romantic vibe from the red brick arcades, 
mid-century copper sputnik chandeliers and 
dark wooden floors. It accomplished in 
achieving a juxtaposition of a dramatic yet 
relaxing ambience. The kitchen staff looked 
right at us as we entered, their palpable 
determination evident from the look in their 
eyes, ready to serve us traditional French 
cuisine. The waiter patiently waited and 
discussed our order with us. Typically, this is 
overlooked in such a new and posh place. 
However, doing justice to the credibility of 
Marriott International’s Autograph Collection, 
this should not come as a surprise. 

Entrée Froides 
Defined as “cold appetizers”, the entrée 
froides served at Brasserie 25 consist of 
fresh and delightful selections. The Pate Et 
Rillettes features a savoury starter with a 
platter of chicken pate, smoked duck breast 
and duck rillettes. Also, paying homage to 
traditional French cuisine, fois gras terrine 

was served with toasted broach and fig jam. 
Each bite made us feel ranked higher up in 
the echelon of society. This experience was 
further enhanced by the elegance in both 
flavour and presentation of the Salade De 
Tomates. We loved the vibrant colour from 
the tomatoes that could only have been the 
way they were due to the freshness of the 
ingredients and the excellent technique of the 
chef in slicing the tomatos with such accuracy. 

Entrée Chaudes
Contrasting the Entrée Froides are the warmer 
selections of appetizers, Entrée Chaudes. 
According to popular belief, French onion 
soup is unrivalled by any other country’s soup 
offerings. The soup served in Brasserie 25 
is lighter in texture but still packs comforting 
flavours. Ideal for those who have smaller 
appetites so that you can leave room for 
the main dishes and desserts without feeling 
bloated. The escargots served brought me 
back to the time when I travelled to Paris and 
enjoyed a serving of Escagot at Chez Andre 
in Champs Elysees. At least now I know 
where I need to be to satisfy the craving. 

Plats Principaux
As I took a sip of the delicious French Coffee 
(contains Contreau - orange-flavoured liquer),  

Hotel Stripes Kuala Lumpur, 25, Jalan Kamunting, 50300 Kuala Lumpur.
Website: www.stripeskl.com

Tel: 03-2038-0000

I painstakingly decided on my main course. 
My dining partners too spent a decent 
amount of time debating their selections as 
there were so many great choices. I must 
say, I was proud of my choice, the Joue De 
Boeuf Braise. The satisfaction from enjoying 
the tender and juicy beef cheek that melted 
in my mouth left me speechless for a moment 
before I told everyone at my table that 
if they didn’t order this, they missed out 
on a gem. If I weren’t a huge fan of the 
beef cheek, the Cabillaud would be an 
agreeable alternative. 

Afternoon Tea 
While there is so much more to explore 
with the lunch and dinner menu, I would 
like to highlight the impeccable afternoon 
tea. Just like a Dim Sum dining style, you 
can get a refill of any of the savoury and 
sweet options. The savoury options are 
served in a beautiful golden box while the 
sweet options are displayed on a silver tray. 
While I absolutely loved the curry puff from 
the savoury option my palate was more 
drawn to the sweeter options. Chocolate 
lovers would j’dore (love in French) the 
Opera and Chocolate Mousse Cake. Other 
sweet options include Paris brest, lemon tart, 
madeleine and meringue. 

 Appetisers from the Entrée Froides section, Salade De Tomates.  
From the Entrée Chaudes, French Onion Soup and Escargot.

From the left Paris Brest, Opera Cake, Lemon Tart,  
Chocolate Mousse Cake and Madeleine.

Joue De Boeuf Braise - Braised beef cheek in red wine, carrot, 
mushroom, pearl onion and served with mash potato.French Coffee
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Amaya Maluri, G3, Jalan Jejaka 2, Maluri, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel:+60 3-9201 6661

Facebook: www.facebook.com/PrettyOnPlate
Instagram:@prettyonplate

As the title suggests (and more)

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The inception of Pretty on Plate began with 
the friendship of two owners (Aaron and 
Mikaela) that dates back to when they 
were nine years old, later joined by an 
eager learner (Wendy). The mastermind 
behind the notoriously delicious pastries is 
Aaron who had a passion for culinary art 
(cakes and pastries, especially) since the 
dawn of Aaron and Mikaela’s friendship. 
The brains behind the kitchen and the 
beauties soon got together to form a café 
that is Pretty on Plate. Aaron’s passion 
transpired into a café that centres around 
desserts, coffee and cold pressed juices. 

Their end in mind for the café is for their 
patrons to feel cozy and at home. When 
we spoke to Mikaela, she related that they 
are immensely grateful for their teammates 
and the team spirit. They have formed a 
close-knit friendship 
that goes beyond 
employer-employee 
relationship. The core 
and the principle that 
they live by at Pretty on 
Plate is that they treat 
their customers like 
their friends which they 
believe is an escape 
from the negative world 
that we live in. Centred 
cleverly between Cheras 
and Ampang, patrons 
in this prime location 
would not need to look 
far to appease their 
sweet tooth.

The interior of the café 
is raw and simplistic in 
the best way possible. 
The cool tones that 
adorn the walls are the 
perfect setting for their 
colourful fare, making it 
an Instagram-worthy shot 
we all strive for. When 
asked about the simplistic interior, the 
owners related that they intended it so as to 
not divert the spotlight from the real show 
stealer, their food and pastries. We did just 
that, we basked in the decadence that was 
their pastries, the way to a woman’s heart 
(take note guys).

Apart from pastries, Pretty on Plate offers 
a couple of comfort food for those who 
are looking for warm dishes that will fill 
your hungry tummy (as depicted in their 
menu). We recommend trying the Chicken 

Lasagna. It is basically an indulgent 
cheesy goodness in your mouth. The 
amalgamation of the homemade pesto 
sauce and tomato sauce went together 
hand in hand. Needless to say, our plates 
were spotless. 

Next was time for the showstopper. It 
danced its way to our table on a dessert 
platter of eight beautifully crafted mini 
treats. The first treat that we greedily eyed 
on was Mad About Hazelnut (a personal 
favourite). It has four layers, a hazelnut 
sponge, praline feulletine, a chocolate 
mousse, hint of coffee-infused mousse and 
finally topped off with a caramel jelly. 
We loved how soft the cake was and 
that slight crunch that concluded the entire 
taste.

PBJ consisted of a peanut butter mousse 
with 54% dark chocolate and berry 
jelly. We appreciated that the peanut 
butter was light on the tongue while 
the jelly came during the aftertaste. The 
indulgence continued with their Carrot 
Cake. It comprised assorted fruits and 
nuts, topped with cream cheese mousse 
and Greek Yoghurt Chantilly (also a 
favourite). It had everything a carrot cake 
should have; the crunchy nuts and the 
assorted taste of fruits accompanied by a 
light layer of cream cheese and yoghurt.

Let us describe to you the beauty of that 
Mascarpone ice cream. Placed in a 
leaf-shaped mini plate, a white chocolate 
mousse with raspberry gel and almond 
jaconde served as a base while the 
Mascarpone ice cream perched on it 
with crumbs of caramelised lotus biscuit. 
A bite of this dessert had our eyes closed 
for a brief second as we held our breath 
to savour every bit of that flavour. The 
following was a cute heart-shaped treat (a 
Valentine’s special) that packed a punch. 
It consisted of a White Chocolate Mousse 
with raspberry gel that simply melted into 
our mouth. 

Among the eight sinful treats were 
Chocolate Truffle Balls made ofcoconut 
ice cream and mango compote. This 
was truly a pleasant burst of flavours in 

the mouth which we 
didn’t want to end. The 
mango jelly truly added 
dimension to this unique 
fare. The penultimate dish 
was the Miso Crème De 
Pot consisting of matcha 
crumble and passion fruit 
jelly. To be honest, we 
had our doubts about 
this dessert as we were 
fearful about the matcha 
and miso taste. That being 
said, we were pleasantly 
surprised after diving in 
as there were only slight 
hints of matcha and miso. 
The combination of the 
aforementioned elements 
was a breath of fresh air 
for the palate.

Finally, it came to a 
glorious end with Au’ 
Chocolate. Chocolate 
walnut brownie formed 
the base layer, hazelnut 
feulletine followed, 

continued by layers of 54% dark chocolate 
mousse and a layer of passion fruit jelly. 
All we can say about this dessert is that it 
has the perfect amount of decadence yet 
light on the palate. That basically summed 
up our sinful meal. The Dessert Platter is on 
a rotation basis and ever-changing. This 
time, the treats we tried revolved around a 
fruity theme as described. Apart from the 
conventional pastries at the cafe, they also 
specialise in customized cakes and sweet 
treats designed for celebratory occasions. 

Pretty on Plate Signature Dessert Platter

Customized cakes and sweet treats
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The inception of the much loved claypot chicken rice started off as a dinner dish in the 
southern regions of China which then spread to Malaysia and Singapore. This culinary wonder 

is typically served with Chinese sausage and vegetables. More often than not, the rice is 
cooked in the claypot first, followed by cooked ingredients such as diced chicken and Chinese 
sausage. The cooking of the claypot rice is traditionally done over a charcoal stove, giving the 
dish a distinctive flavour. Due to the time-consuming method of preparation and slow-cooking 
in a claypot, customers might have to wait awhile (typically 15–30 minutes) before the dish is 

ready.

CLAYPOT  
CHICKEN RICE

Food for the Soul

RESTAURANT HEUN KEE
Tucked away under a bridge near the Pudu wet market, Heun 
Kee is without a shadow of doubt one of the popular claypot 
chicken rice restaurants in town. Not only does the restaurant 
go way back but its Claypot Chicken Rice is famous for a 
good reason. The method of cooking this dish breaks the norm 
by placing charcoal fire not only underneath the claypot, but 
also on top of it! This is done so that the rice inside is cooked 
evenly. It also speeds up the cooking process. The chicken rice 
is best eaten with mouth-watering hot steaming soups.

No. 59, Ground Floor, Jalan Yew, Pudu,  
55100 Kuala Lumpur.

KIM POH RESTAURANT
This is an oldie but a goodie.  Kim Poh Restaurant is one of the 
oldest restaurants in Kuala Lumpur that serves Claypot Chicken 
Rice. Its history goes back 30 years. The restaurant is tucked away 
in Segambut. They offer the famous Claypot Chicken Rice from 
Kampar, Perak. What makes this restaurant a serious contender in 
the Claypot Chicken Rice business is the restaurant owner’s effort in 
cooking each Claypot Chicken Rice by himself using charcoal fire 
to ensure that the quality is consistent. Patrons can have nourishing 
herbal soup as appetiser while waiting for the much loved dish to 
get cooked.
 
No. 7, Persiaran Segambut Utara, Segambut,  
51200 Kuala Lumpur.

SHI YUE TIAN RESTAURANT
Shu Yue Tian in Mandarin is defined as “Eat More” and that is 
exactly their hope’ for their customers to eat more. This restaurant 
is located in Puchong and has gained loyal customers over the 
years.  Itoffers a variety of fare from Claypot Chicken Rice, soup, 
noodle, pork, chicken to vegetable dishes. Although prepared 
using charcoal fire, it is a wonder how their Claypot Chicken Rice 
is served so fast. This is actually because the Claypot Chicken 
Rice is prepared slightly ahead of time and back to back in order 
to minimise the waiting time. Those who are looking for a palate 
refresher can opt for their Claypot Pork Rice which will do exactly 
that.

C31, Jalan Puchong, Batu 8, Puchong, Puchong Jaya,  
47190 Selangor.

RESTAURANT GAFAN
Those of you who have yet to try the Claypot Chicken Rice 
at Gafan Restaurant in Taman Connaught, you might want to 
do so. It is well known for offering 10 various flavours. Apart 
from the norm, patrons can enjoy Claypot Rice with mutton, 
beef, prawn or fish. The Claypot Rice is prepared using black 
claypot. The bestseller at this restaurant is without a doubt their 
Chicken Rice with Sausage topped with bountiful spring onions 
and onions to give that extra kick to the flavour. 

40, Jalan Cerdas, Taman Connaught, 56000 Cheras,
Kuala Lumpur.

BUSY CORNER RESTAURANT
Located in Damansara Jaya, Busy Corner Restaurant has been 
in operation since 1995. This popular establishment is also 
said to be the forerunner of fusion-style Claypot Chicken Rice in 
Petaling Jaya. Its fusion trend skyrocketed which then garnered 
imitators who just can’t surpass them. Apart from the traditional 
Claypot Chicken Rice with salted fish and sausage, they also 
offer many creative flavours, such as Red Bean Sauce Chicken 
Rice, Thai Chicken Rice, Black Pepper Chicken Rice, Prawn 
Rice and many more. Currently, the restaurant has two outlets 
in PJ, one in Damansara Jaya and the other in Sunway Mas. 

83, Jalan SS 22/11, Damansara Jaya, 47400 Selangor.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

(non-halal)
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In 2016, we already knew the food truck scene was going places. However, little did we 
know it would have resulted in the birth of a food truck park within the city centre. This certainly 

helps with the toughest question known to foodies, where to eat?. At Tapak, you can have 
anything your heart desires at an affordable price. It has even got a side close up view of the 

Petronas Twin Towers. Here, it isn’t just delicious food, you can even get your hands on creative 
shakes and other imaginative beverages. So what’s not to love when you have a combination 
of delicious food, affordability and a view to boot? We headed to 2, Persiaran Hampshire, to 

explore the food truck offerings and bring you some highlights of our experience. 

BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL 

LAMB BURRITO
@ Babarittos Delight 
It is a common misconception that the more ingredients 
you add in a burrito, the better is it. In this case, less is 
truly more. It is amazing as to what can be achieved with 
the combination of the right ingredients and portions. The 
lamb burrito we had at Babarittos Delight proved that 
to us in more ways that one. Some cheese, lamb and 
cabbage, voila! 

GRILLED CHEESE SANDWICH  
@ Sausage King
 
The epitome of western comfort food - grilled cheese sandwich. The Sausage King foodtruck stands out not just because of 
the unique western food offerings but also the fac thatt some local music is played which adds flavour to the ambience of 
the food truck park. For under RM15, you can enjoy a footlong crafted sausage with several different toppings options. We 
recommend the delicious cranberry topping on your first try and make your way to the other toppings. 

SPAGHETTI BEEF BOLOGNESE 
@ Pink Pizza  
Patrons of Tapak Food Truck Park usually choose to order 
pizzas with glorious amounts of cheese and mouth watering 
homemade pink dough pizza. Especially if you are a thin 
crust lover, this is a treat for you. You can try out the beef 
bacon pizza with sunny side up egg that is cooked to 
perfection. We were quite taken aback by the humble price 
tag for all their gourmet offerings. When that is sold out, 
you can opt for their delicious spaghetti beef bolognese. 
Like the famous pizza, the sauce is generous and thick that 
compliments the al dente spaghetti. 

BUN TOM  
@ My Goi Cuon
In a nutshell, this dish is both a little spicy and tangy. 
Yet we enjoyed the lightness of the noodles that gave 
way for the flavours to take centre stage. It may get 
a little messy on your plate but it is quite a thrilling 
experience to have an interacive experience with 
your food, much like how yee sang is enjoyed during 
the lunar new year. My Gui Cuon (pronounced as 
Groi-Kung) offers afforadable Vietnamese dishes.

BULGOGI CUPBAP
@ Jinwons Kitchen 
K drama or movie fans would certainly enjoy the 
experience of digging into a comforting serving of Bulgogi 
Cupbap. This truck offers its patrons a freshly-made food 
ranging from Korean fried chicken,jangjangmyeon (Korean 
black paste noodles), tepokki, lamb kimchi and more. 
The delicious Korean bulgogi has lovely tender beef and 
comes in a generous portion. Ideal for those who need 
an option that fills you up without leaving you to feeling 
bloated, yet satisfied. Even though we visited this particular 
food truck on a relatively quiet day, there was still quite a 
number of orders which could only testify for its popularity. 
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Matcha is finely ground powder of specially grown and processed green tea from the plant, 
Camellia sinensis . The combination of theanine and caffeine produced by the plant is 

accountable for the calm energy people might feel from drinking matcha. As of late, the masses 
have developed a green tea craze and this phenomenon has been steadily escalating over 

time.  Cafés have been jumping on the bandwagon to put out their own twists to this Japanese 
favourite. We have identified several must-try matcha desserts to get your green on.

FOR THE LOVE OF MATCHA

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

May you find your matcha!

GREEN TEA CRÈME BRULEE 
@ Mei by Fat Spoon (pork-free)

To our delight, Mei by Fat Spoon offers a myriad of green tea 
confections that are scrumptiously satisfying. Matcha maniacs, 
you have to try out the green tea crème brulee. This fusion of 
French and Japanese cuisine works together like a dream and 
simply melts in your mouth. The piquant flavour from the matcha 
crème brulee peaks through the rich, creamy custard, topped 
off with crisp burnt sugar on top for caramelised perfection. 
This dish is served with a scoop of black sesame ice cream, 
an excellent accompaniment. You will not be sorry, trust me.

22G, Jalan 27/70A,  
Desa Sri Hartamas, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-2300 3327

MATCHA NAMA CHOCOLATE PARFAIT 
@ Nana’s Green Tea (pork-Free)

Matcha Gateux Chocolate Parfait; sounds decadent doesn’t 
it? We’re pleased to break it to you that it is as decadent 
as it sounds (maybe even more). Nana’s Green Tea, as you 
can probably tell from its name is famous for its green tea 
delights. Amongst the sea of green tea offerings, the towering 
mountains of parfaits seem to steal the spotlight. One of their 
most popular parfaits is the Matcha Nama Chocolate Parfait, 
a masterpiece of a green tea kanten jelly base, vanilla ice 
cream, cornflakes, matcha ice cream, red bean paste, matcha 
syrup, and topped with a swirl of whipped cream. 

Lot 231A, Lower Ground Floor, The Gardens Mall, Mid 
Valley City, 59200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-2386 6036

GREEN TEA WAFFLES
@ Square Q Café (pork-free)

You have to have a go at the Green Tea Waffle here. Then again, 
it is not really a waffle. Although Square Q Café specializes in the 

typical Belgian waffles, the consistency of the waffles itself differ 
from the original. They are made of glutinous rice flour and milk and 

therefore, they resemble the Japanese mochi than the typical fluffy 
waffles. Their green tea waffle is decked with just the right amount 

of matcha flavour, complimenting the fruit and cream toppings, 
making it a delectably unique dessert you certainly have to try.

11, Jalan Solaris 3, Solaris Mont Kiara, 50480 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-6206 4828

GREEN TEA SOUFFLÉ
@ Franco (pork-free)

A soufflé is not as obtainable as other desserts here in KL, much 
less a Green Tea Soufflé.  However, we found a place, by 

the name of Franco’s that offers an exquisitely executed green 
tea soufflé. My favourite part of the dessert was just a tap or 
manipulation from our spoon which deflated the tall, sugary 
crust, revealing a creamy, green goodness. It was a perfect 

dessert to end the meal.

G-11, Avenue K,156 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-2181 2808

GREEN TEA LAVA CAKE
@ Okonomi

Okay, this was a new one, even for me. Lava cake has become 
all the rage recently, so it would only be fitting to amalgamate 
the two major food trends together to produce a confection like 
no other; the green tea lava cake. This cake served at Okonomi 
was a winner in my books for its light and fluffy texture and its rich 
molten core that hides within. It is accompanied by vanilla ice 
cream and matcha chocolate that you might not want to miss. 

A4-G2-02 Solaris, Dutamas, No.1 Jalan Dutamas,  
Publika, 50480 Kuala Lumpur

SALTED MATCHA PIE
@ PS Tokyo (Pork-free)

I bet you are familiar with the indulgent salted caramel pie. Well, 
matcha lovers can rejoice because PS Tokyo offers a greeny twist 
named, Salted Matcha Pie. It’s a matcha pie that is sweet, salty 
and bitter yet peculiarly delectable. 

80, Jalan SS 2/60, SS 2, 47300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: +60 3-7497 8074
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J
ust when you thought there wasn’t 
anything new to bring to the Bangsar 
nighlife scene, Alvin and Joel have 
brought in Case Study Bar, a craft 
cocktail bar within the creative 

enclave of APW Bangsar. I have to admit, 
it did take me some time to find it but I felt 
pretty silly having missed the outlet as it 
just next to Kaiju Company which I knew 
about. Creative expressions permeate the 
interior through the lush greens no matter 
where you look, meticulously arranged 
so that it feels like you are having a 
cocktail in a backyard garden. In the spirit 
of sustainability, the ingredients for the 
cocktails are used for as many different 
variations as possible to maximise their use, 
and even a minor details like using steel 
straws instead of plastic straws to serve the 
drinks were taken into consideration.  

Customers are treated like guests at Case 
Study Bar, where everything is designed 
to make them feel good, especially the 
drinks. So much so that the preparations for 
the cocktails that you receive in under two 
minutes start at 9AM daily. Such is the level 
of effort it takes to use fresh ingredients, 
homemade mixers and premium liquor. 
I am sure you are wondering the same 
thing, why go through such lengths? Well, 
we asked Alvin, one of the two founders 
of Case Study, who said that he wanted 
to create a learning experience for his 
customers in a fun and casual manner.  He 
also emphasised on not wasting resources 
and finding more ways to utilise their 
ingredients to enhance their customers’ 
experience. 

You are not going to find your usual 
Cosmopolitan, Sex on the Beach, 
Screwdriver, Bloody Mary and other 
conventional cocktails here. Each cocktail 
made at Case Study Bar was born from the 
inspiration of the two dapper bartenders 
(Alvin and Joel) in suspenders. Beyond the 
apothecary experiments, the level of flair 
when the dapper duo prepare the drinks is 
worth making sure you get an early evening 
drink, so you can get a seat closer to all 
the action. 

First-time cocktail drinkers should try… 

TIN CAN 
A refreshing selection that features the 
understated starfruit juice, red bush with 
strawberry ratafia, palo cortado sherry 
and watermelon with basil shrub. As 
advised by Alvin, this is a drink to enjoy 
just before dinner. So why not enjoy one 
while waiting for your dinner reservations 
to be ready?

First-time Case Study Bar patrons should 
try… 

MEXICAN CANTARINO 
In our humble opinion, this tasted 
like pizza in a cup. The likely culprit 
responsible for the savouriness of the drink 
is the shiitake mushroom-infused tequila 
with red bell pepper water, yet the salted 
wildflower honey and aperitivo rinomato 
added the perfect balance to the flavours 
that made it enjoyable in each sip.

On a date
Men should try… 

FANCY ROCKS 
This is a drink that carries a little bit of 
each culture into the mix such as toasted 
buckwheat bourbon, chai rojak, flower 
maple, sandalwood tangerine tincture. 
Be prepared enjoy it so much it gets you 
shouting expletives to all which is holy. 

Women should try…

COUPE
It is known that Arugula (rocket salad) 
is one of the most potent superfoods in 
salads but most do not know that it is 
infact a validated natural aphrodisiac. This 
sexy drink offers an opportunity to sip on a 
lovely combo of coffee infused vermouth, 
lemon, goji berry gin and spiced pear 
infusion. I’d rename this cocktail to Swipe 
Right (if you know what I mean). 

Overall, my friend and I unanimously 
agreed that Case Study is going to need 
to expand sooner than expected and 
we look forward to tasting more creative 
concoctions by the two dapper bartenders 
in suspenders.

Spicy Witch

Dapper Bartender in Suspender, Joel served up the  
Terrarium which is a crowd favourite.

Flower Tea Cup contains hay gin, absinthe, cynar,  
hawthorn vermouth and osmanthus tea.

One of founders of Case Study, Alvin prepared  
Coupe with accuracy and finesse.

BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

Gone with the Gins

CASE 
STUDY 
BAR 

Paper Plates, APW Bangsar,  
Jalan Riong, Kuala Lumpur.  
Wed-Sun, 6pm-1am.  
Tel: 011-3639-0695

Coconut Coupe a cocktail concoction containing pineapple, ghee-fat washed rum, lime, curry yogurt and 
pedro ximenez sherry. Take a sip and be brought back to some of your best holiday memories.
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Essential Essence
The Korean skincare industry is famous for its 10-step skincare regime which promises the signature 

dewy and glowing look that most Korean celebrities have popularised across the region.  But out 
of those 10 products, the one product Korean women cannot live without is the skin essence, which 

they deem to be the heart of Korean skincare. Also known as lightweight serums, essences are 
highly enriched formulas that primarily aim to provide hydration to your skin and optimise skin cell 

turnover. In the spirit of the new year, we have decided to compile some of the cult favourites of 
Koreans, so you too can have newer skin to match the new year.  

SK-II FACIAL TREATMENT ESSENCE 
230ML

SK-II
RM803

Granted, SK-II is a Japanese brand, 
but its signature product’s reputation 

has broken through to the international 
market as one of the top essences 

worldwide. This best-seller from SK-II is 
sought after for its miracle ingredient, 
Pitera which gently exfoliates the face 

and helps moderate the skin surface 
renewal cycle. It minimise spots, reduces 

wrinkles, refines skin texture, improves 
firmness and elevates radiance. 

MISSHA TIME REVOLUTION THE FIRST 
TREATMENT ESSENCE 150ML
MISSHA
RM225

Dubbed the Korean alternative to the 
luxurious SK-II essence, Missha is a cult 
favourite and one of the best-selling essences 
in Korea for the past decade. The essence 
contains 80% fermented yeast concentrate 
which repairs and nourishes the skin at a 
cellular level. It also contains niacinamide 
which contributes to an overall brighter and 
clearer tone by improving the skin’s elasticity, 
enhancing skin barrier functions and reviving 
the skin tone.

SU:M 37 SECRET ESSENCE ADVANCED 
SYNC PROGRAMME 100ML
SU:M 37 
RM327

Formerly known as the Secret Programming 
Essence, this SU:M favourite has also been 
compared to the iconic SK-II essence due 
to it magical skin refining properties. Now 
improved with anti-ageing properties, 
the Secret Essence still maintains its high 
concentration of fermented ingredients, 80 
natural extracts to be exact, that allow the 
skin to be revitalised by its moisturising and 
anti-oxidising elements. The result is softer, 
plumper and brighter skin that would be the 
envy of everyone.

MINERAL TREATMENT ESSENCE 270ML
CREMORLAB

RM137

Packed with mineral-rich thermal water to 
thoroughly nourish the skin, this product 

has a gentle effect on your skin and may 
leave you addicted to its understated 

floral scent. However, it is fragrance-free, 
paraben-free, artificial colour-free and 

denatured alcohol-free too, so that you 
can hydrate, smoothen and brighten 

your skin without the use of any harsh 
chemicals.

BY ROSHINEE MOOKAIAH

BIOTHERM LIFE PLANKTON ESSENCE 125ML
BIOTHERM
RM240

Despite Biotherm being a French brand, it still 
won the hearts of many Korean women. Biotherm 
biologists unveiled that life planktons are micro-
organisms  with extraordinary regenerative 
properties. They then came up with the Life 
Plankton essence which is as concentrated as a 
serum but lightweight as cosmetic water to ensure 
maximum absorption. Protected by 8 patents, 
this essence has the ability to stimulate skin 
regeneration, soothe the skin and protect it against 
the harmful effects of UV rays and pollution.

IOPE BIO ESSENCE INTENSIVE 
CONDITIONING 168ML

IOPE
RM285

This is a sap essence that contains 93.7% of 
the bioactive components of bio-redox extracts 
that absorb quickly into the skin to revitalise it 
effectively. It improves the skin’s condition by 
safely reconstructing the active enzymes that 
the skin can easily absorb which will protect 
it and result in smoother and translucent skin 

after continued usage.  
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THE GRAMMYS
Be fabulous and bold by wearing multiple 
statement pieces at your next social event

EMILIO PUCCI
Off-the-shoulder, twrill-trimmed silk-georgette top

RM5,831 

VALENTINO
Pleated printed cotton and silk-blend scarf

RM2,373.94

OSCAR DE LA RENTA
Large Impatiens resin clip earrings

RM2,502.39

ROGER VIVIER
95mm podium laser-cut leather boots

RM9,520

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN
Cropped grain de poudre wool straight-leg pants

RM2,679.55

ETIENNE AIGNER
ETI mini crossbody

RM1,439.43

RAIN OR SHINE
Get Ready to make formal smart sytle the 

focus of your new season wardrobe.

ISAIA
Blue slim-fit checked wool,  
linen and silk-blend blazer

RM6,904.20

BREMONT
Bremont ALT1-WT Blue Dial 43mm 

RM21,848

PHIL & JOE SHOE CO
Classic polished black plain toe oxfords.
Price varies according to customisation.

PRADA
Leather-Trimmed Nylon Briefcase

RM5,250.75

DRAKE’S 
Button-down, collared cotton oxford shirt

RM620.46

RICHARD JAMES
Navy checked wool suit trousers

RM1,312.71
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In Japan, March 14 commemorates a special occasion called White Day which is a 
celebration of love from men to women. For this romantic affair, we have an all-

white ensemble for you to confidently enjoy this occasion.

VALENTINO
Off-the-shoulder broderie anglaise  

cotton-blend maxi dress
RM37,513.63

PRADA 
Embellished patent-leather Mary Jane pumps

RM3,268.60
CHAN LULU

Silver, pearl and diamond ring
RM1,085

MIU MIU
Silver-tone, faux pearl  
and poplin necklace

RM1,629.87

ROGER VIVIER 
The Viv’ Cabas
RM18,384.21

LANVIN 
Gold-plated faux pearl earrings

RM1,412.85

GIVENCHY
Faux pearl-embellished silk-chiffon blouse

RM14,513.90

Understanding
GLAUCOMA
Don’t be Blindsided by the Silent Thief of Sight
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL 

G
laucoma is a common eye disease and the problem with 
this condition is the fact that there aren’t symptoms or pain 
to warn you about the possibility of having it. At least not 
by the naked eye. Technology advancements have allowed 
opticians to detect this disease through a comprehensive 

eye examination. Instead of entering an eye specialist clinic or hospital, 
you can get a thorough eye examination at your nearest optometrist. 
On that note, you can consider visiting Vision Space Optometrist to take 
advantage of its advanced eye health screening.

The eye examination includes: 

• Eye test 
• Test for squint and lazy eyes
• Colour vision test 
• Eye pressure test 
• Screening for eye diseases (e.g glaucoma, cataract, macula 
degeneration)
• Control of short-sightedness
• Soft contact lenses fitting 
• RGP lens fitting 
• Children eye test 
• Ortho-k (vision improvement therapy)

Medication and treatments are able to reduce and slow down the effects 
of the disease. However vision lost from glaucoma can’t be restored for 
the time being. Prevention is truly better than cure in this retrospect. Hence, 
it is recommended to get yearly eye check-ups, especially using the OCT-
Angiography (optic coherence tomography) which is available at Vision 
Space Optometrist, SS2. 

What are the forms of glaucoma and how are they treated? 
The common form of glaucoma is known as the open-angle glaucoma 
which is caused by the slow clogging of the drainage canals, resulting 
in increased eye pressure. The symptoms and damage are not noticable 
till the later stages. A less common form of glaucoma is known as angle 
closure glaucoma which is as the name implies an opposite extreme of 
the open-angle glaucoma. This form of glaucoma develops quickly and 
demands immediate medical attention. Unlike open-angle glaucoma, 
angle-closure glaucoma is a result of the angle between the iris and 
cornea closing.  Other forms of glaucoma include the following: 
1) Normal-Tension Glaucoma (NTG) (damage to optic nerve when  
    eye pressure is not very high)
2) Congenital Glaucoma (occurs in infants when there is incomplete  
    or incorrect development)

3) Secondary Glaucoma
4) Pigmentary Glaucoma
5) Pseudoexfoliative Glaucoma
6) Traumatic Glaucoma
7) Neovascular Glaucoma
8) Irido Corneal Endothelial Syndrome (ICE)
9) Uveitic Glaucoma

What are the breakthroughts in detection and treatment? 
A study that was conducted by researchers from Mount Sinai Hospital 
in New York and Rutgers New Jersey Medical School found that 
patients with glaucoma have poor blood flow compared with people 
who don’t have glaucoma. Through observing the 92 research 
patients’ blood vessels using OCT angiography, the outcome of this 
research has potential in identifying of certain forms of glaucoma in 
their early stages through examination of certain characteristic patterns 
of blood flow that correspond to different types of glaucoma. 

Who should be wary of this disease? 
“Those who have a family history of being afflicted with glaucoma and 
anyone who uses medication such as steriods should be more wary of 
the condition” said Wen Jing, optometrist at Vision Space Optometrist 
SS2. She also advised those who observe redness in the eye, feeling 
tension at the back of the eye and blurry vision to get a check-up as 
soon as possible. 

Vision Space Optometrist @ SS2
10, Jalan SS2/75, 47300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: +603-7873-7399 Fax: +603-7873-7389
Monday – Saturday. 11am-9pm. Closed on Sunday and selected 
public holidays.

Vision Space Optometrist @ Damansara Uptown
114G, Jalan SS21/35, Damansara Utama,
47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: +603-7726-7899 Fax: +603-7729-7299
Monday – Saturday. 11am-9pm. Closed on Sunday and selected 
public holidays.

Vision Space Optometrist @ Sunway Giza Mall
B-15-G Sunway Giza Mall, Jalan PJU 5/14 Kota Damansara,
47810 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: +603-6150-2555
Opens everyday, Monday – Sunday. 11am-9pm.
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The Spa Espirit Group was established in 1996 as a beauty day spa in Holland Village, 
Singapore. These days, in almost any major city, you’d definitely spot a beauty or lifestyle 
outlet by this company. So what does it take to become a powerhouse entreprenuer of 
an internationally established business? Cynthia Chua, founder of the Spa Esprit Group, 
talks to us to about her journey and even reveals why she chose an orang utan as the 
mascot for Strip: Ministry of Waxing.   

Tell us about Strip and the Spa Esprit 
Group.
Homegrown and headquartered in 
Singapore, the Spa Esprit Group (SEG) 
is one of the world’s most unique beauty, 
lifestyle and F&B brands. 

It began in 1996 when I founded the first 
Spa Esprit beauty day spa in Singapore. 
To date, we have 16 unique beauty and 
F&B brands under the group, with over 100 
outlets across the globe, with presence in 
12 cities including Singapore, New York, 
London, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Manila, 
Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, Bangkok, Davao, 
Penang and Beijing.

What inspires you to be so driven?
For me, work is play. I love everything that I 
do and it is never a chore. It is important to 
enjoy what you do and make work fun. Even 
when I am out and about, I am constantly 
getting inspiration but enjoying myself at the 
same time. I love seeing my vision come 
to fruition, to see how consumers enjoy 
our offerings, how it changes the lifestyle 
landscape of the city.

Tell us about your first business venture.
In 1996, I started Spa Esprit, a day spa 
concept that aimed to change the way day 
spas back then were (very zen, baldness- 

SINGAPORE’S BEAUTY  
AND LIFESTYLE AVANT-GARDISTE

Meet Cynthia Chua,  
Founder of the Spa Esprit Group

BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL 

style concept were the norm) by injecting 
wit and quirkiness paired with unique 
treatments and amazing aromatherapy. 

To what/who do you owe your success?
My dad is my biggest role model and he 
has shown me tremendous support. I think 
my lack of fear and always pushing the 
boundaries to try new things stems from his 
constant encouragement and support.

Tell us about the STRIP customer – who is 
he/she and what do they look for?
The Strip customer is looking not only for 
top-notch treatment but also an experience 
and sense of discovery.

I’m sure some people might have asked 
this question – why choose the orang 
utan as a mascot for Strip’s advertising?
As the nature of Strip’s business is quite 
intimate, we have to find fun and creative 
ways to reach out and educate our 
consumers, especially when we started in 
2002 when Brazilian waxing was still a 
very foreign and intimidating concept. The 
orang utan is not only fun but relevant, it is 
also a well-known mascot of Singapore (Ah 
Meng).

What were the main barriers when 
you decided to expand the Spa Esprit 

group and how did you overcome those 
barriers?
Lack of manpower and people 
management were some of the key issues 
we faced. Creative and efficient use of 
manpower is important along with having 
a good team of people who understand 
the company’s heartbeat and who are 
looking to move towards the same goals. 

At what point did you know you made 
it?
For me it is not about just opening new 
shops, it is about creating movements 
to impact the city positively, to evoke a 
positive change. I am constantly growing 
and learning each day and I am still on a 
journey.

What is in store for your brand in 
2017 – any further expansions or outlet 
openings in other countries?
To date, we have over 100 stores in12 
cities across the globe. I hope to see 
more of my F&B concepts move into 
key cities across the globe while also 
creating movements to impact the cities 
positively. Also, to continue pushing the 
boundaries on how we can live our lives 
by demonstrating concepts that can invoke 
people to think and eventually bring about 
change.
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M
uch like our fair country, Japan is a modern and 
high-energy hub bursting with rich culture. People 
are constantly going about their business in a 
hectic state and find very little time for themselves. 
However, in Japan, the corporate culture has 

implemented yoga practice in order to ensure that employees are 
able to experience a state of lightness, ease and relaxation that 
results in favourable productivity. This caused a boom of yoga 
studios back in 2005. Among the famous studios that have recently 
reached our shores is Under the Light Yoga Studio. So what 
can you expect from this yoga studio that is established from the 
most hectic, cutting-edge and trend setting city, Tokyo? Here is a 
walkthrough of our experience. 

The exterior offers a Japanese zen-like feel with a modern minimalist 
design concept with two spacious studios – main studio that can 
hold up up to 15-20 students and a smaller studio  for 10 students. 
We didn’t have much difficulities with the mat that allowed us to be 
firmly in the positions, yet uncompromising in comfort. In addition, 
instead of dealing with obnoxious instructors who frown at your 
lack of flexibility, you’d get kind, professional coaches who will 
monitor you as closely as being in a workshop. The instructors 
regularly roam around adjusting, correcting and giving alternative 
poses to people who cannot complete the pose or have an injury. 
Rather than focusing on what you can’t do, they help you focus on 
what you can. 

For first timers to the practice, flow yoga would be a good start. 
It involves going from one pose to another and focusing on your 
breathing. There won’t be much talking during this session but it 
gives you a taste of Ashtanga yoga and you get to slowly feel for 
the poses. Personally, I favour Hatha yoga that is also a gentle 
yoga style that focuses on the physical practice of yoga. You’d 
hear the word asanas used pretty often in this class. It refers to 
the postures adopted in performing Hatha yoga. Mothers-to-be 
can participate in the prenatal yoga sessions. On a modern 
note, Under the Light offers Strala yoga as well, so you can build 
attention and strength at the same time. Those who seek to further 
their connection to their physical being can try out the advance 
classes or sign up for the yoga certification course to impart their 
knowledge to others. 

Unlike most memberships in the fitness and wellness line, Under 
the Light has a pay per use concept. Forget contracts that bind 
you quarterly and yearly. You can simply purchase from per 
entry, 4-class pass, 10-class pass or monthly without having a 
commitment. This makes sense for the cosmopolitan community in 
Kuala Lumpur who often have to move around across the state or 
oceans. Imagine the bliss of coming home from your travels and 
rejuvenating yourself with a calming yoga session, though you can 
get more from the experience if you make regular attendance at the 
classes. Having been there, we would say that the highlight of the 
experience was actually enjoying the classes and found ourselves 
looking forward to return to Under the Light Yoga Studio for another 
enjoyable session.

UNDER THE LIGHT 
YOGA 

STUDIO 
Be Enlightened 

A2-2-2, Solaris Dutamas, No.1, Jalan Dutamas 1, 50480 Kuala Lumpur
Tel : 017-200 7278

BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL 
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I am pretty sure that the subheading caught 
your attention. Everyone wants to grasp on 
their youth for as long as possible. Sake 
is a Japanese alcoholic drink made from 
fermented rice and its alcohol percentage 
is similar to that of wine. Besides being a 
delicious libation, this amazing drink has 
many health and beauty benefits. Thus, we 
are sharing with you its scientifically-proven 
benefits.

HEALTH BENEFITS:

Reduce Mortality 
It is proven that moderate consumption 
of alcohol can reduce mortality rate, 
sake included. Most studies including 
the American Council on Science and 
Health report that light to moderate alcohol 
drinkers face less mortality risks than 
abstainers. That, however, does not mean 
that heavy drinkers are not at risk.

it works is that moderate consumption of 
sake increases urokinase, a substance that 
releases blood clots. 

BEAUTY BENEFITS:

Moisturises the skin
Amongst the plethora of alcoholic libations, 
sake is the only one that comprises far more 
moisturising elements such as glycerol, or 
gricerine and amino acids. These elements 
are often used in cosmetic products. Sake 
Bath (adding a bit of Sake to bath) has 
better moisturizing and heat-retention 
effects than an ordinary bath without Sake 
(with and without bath powder). Scientists 
have yet to discover the substances in 
sake that are responsible for this effect. 
However, some researchers attribute it to the 
interactions among hundreds of nutrients in 
sake such as amino acids, organic acids, 
saccharides, vitamins, nucleic acids and 
esters.

Anti-Ageing
Sake contains antioxidants called ferulic 
acids (an agent that possibly has an anti-
ageing effect). Ferulic acids in sake have 
powerful UV light absorber characteristics, 
subsequently preventing skin ageing. 
What’s more, ferulic acids are a powerful 
antioxidant. Drinking sake will inhibit lipid 
peroxidation, that aids in retaining youthful 
skin.

Prevents Rough Skin
Sake has been used as a skin toner for 
centuries in Japan. This is because sake 
contains plenty of saccharides (another term 
for sugar) and amino acids which are now 
used as cosmetic materials. Some research 
found that sake contains α-Ethyl Glucoside 
(α-EG) which is guilty for the bitterness in 
the sake taste; this α-EG treats rough skin 
through cornification of epidermal cells. This 
is why sake has been used for cosmetics 
and bath in Japan.

Skin Whitening
Sake, sake lees and koji have a variety 
of substances that inhibit performance of 
melanin, the main culprit of sun spots, age 
spots and freckles. No wonder the sake 
brewery workers have smooth, white hands.

Reduce Cancer Risk
The National Cancer Centre in Japan 
conducted a 17-year cohort research on 
a group of 265,000 Japanese men. Their 
findings showed that men who drank sake 
on a daily basis faced less cancer risk 
than non-sake drinkers.  It is said that the 
amino acid in sake atrophies annihilates 
cancer cells. Dr Okuda from the Medical 
Department of Aichi University reported 
that there are elements in sake that prevent 
the rapid increase of bladder, prostate 
and uterine cancer cells. Furthermore, the 
glucosamine property in sake activates 
our body’s natural anti-tumour killer cells. 
Additionally, sake is found to have lower 
mortality rates from cirrhosis and lung 
cancer in contrast to other alcoholic 
beverages such as beer, whisky and soju. 

Prevent Diabetes
Dr Okuda of Aichi University also found an 
activator in sake that acts similarly to insulin. 
The cause of diabetes is due to insufficient 
insulin in the pancreas. The insulin activator 
available in sake may (emphasis on may) 
resolve diabetes and it has the ability to 
prevent diabetes.

Prevent Osteoporosis
Researchers have found that the amino 
acid in sake helps build and recovers the 
skeletal muscle, subsequently preventing 
osteoporosis. 

Prevents Alzheimer Disease 
Scientists have found three types of 
peptides (a compound consisting of two or 
more amino acids linked in a chain) in sake 
that help prevent Alzheimer disease and 
vascular dementia. Peptides prevent PEP 
(a progressive neuro-degenerative disease 
with clinical features referable mainly to the 
extrapyramidal and oculomotor systems and 
cognitive deterioration), which is the main 
cause of the former mentioned diseases.

Prevents Cardiac Disease and 
Cerebrovascular Disease
It seems rather dubious, but it has been 
scientifically proven that moderate drinking 
of sake prevents cardiac disease and 
cerebrovascular disease by preventing 
blood clots and reducing cholesterol. How 

Sake
An elixir for youth

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
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AIRPORT MD SPEAKS

As Managing Director of Malaysia 
Airports Holdings Berhad, Datuk 
Badlisham Ghazali has gained 
considerable recognition in the 
global aviation world. A speaker at 
the World Routes Strategy Summit 
in Chicago in 2014 and the Global 
Airport Development Conference in 
2015 and 2016, he is also a Director 
of Airports Council International 
Asia-Pacific. He sits on the Boards 
of the international airports at 
Hyderabad in India and Sabiha-
Gokchen in Turkey.

This month, Datuk Badlisham 
shares some thoughts about growth 
and development.

“In a global aviation environment 
currently fraught with uncertainties and 
challenges, I am pleased to report that 
Malaysia Airports Holdings Bhd (MAHB) 
recorded a 6% growth in passenger traffic 
at our airports across Malaysia last year. 

We served nearly 89 million passengers in 
2016, with KL International Airport (KLIA) 
surpassing the 50-million mark for the first 
time.

“International passenger growth 
momentum year-on-year picked up in the 
second half of 2016, improving from 5% 
in the first half to 11% in the second half. In 
all, 43.2 million international passengers 
passed through MAHB airports in Malaysia 
in 2016, representing an 8% jump over 
the previous year.

“For KLIA, passenger traffic grew 
by 7.5% to 52.62 million. The main 
terminal (KLIA Main) handled 25.5 million 
passengers, 12.8% higher than in 2015; 
while klia2 handled 27.1 million, a 
3% growth from the previous year. The 
impressive 12.8% growth at KLIA Main has 
been attributed to the transfer of Malindo 
Air and Lion Air from klia2 to KLIA Main, 
as well the increase in frequencies and 
capacity by several international carriers 
such as KLM, Eva Air, China Airlines, ANA 
and Ethiopian.

“I am also happy to tell you that growth 
in domestic traffic grew by 4.1% to 45.59 
million passengers. All the five international 
airports in Malaysia grew between 
3% and 13.6%, and 11 of the 21 
international and domestic airports posted 
growth of up to 21%. This good growth 
was achieved despite capacity reduction 
by Malaysia Airlines and its subsidiary 
Firefly as part of its restructuring process.

“Dry facts and figures aside, I expect 
our airports across Malaysia to continue 
to perform well in terms of passenger 
traffic this year in view of the upward 
trend in the second half of 2016. The 
arrival of new carriers and increase in seat 
capacity offered by existing airlines for the 
immediate future does provide a positive 
outlook for 2017. We are going to work 
hard to make this happen!

“Our airline partners and airport-users 
will be glad to know that we will continue 
to enhance the total airport experience. 
We have set aside RM50 million for 60 
new initiatives that will continue over the 
next three years. These include seamless 
airside connectivity between KLIA Main 
and klia2, and refurbishment of all major 
airport facilities. 

“We are also working with various 
government departments, private ground-
handlers and our own team to smoothen 
your way through our airports. Together, 
we will do our best to ensure that every 
airport-user has a great Total Airport 
Experience. This is because I believe that 
the solid foundation of all our plans and 
aspirations for growth and development is 
Customer Satisfaction!”
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In 1991, the Malaysian Parliament 
passed a bill that split the functions of the 
Department of Civil Aviation. DCA was to 
continue its role as the regulatory authority 
while a private company was to be formed 
to operate airports across the country. In 
1992, Malaysia Airports Berhad was 
born. The Ministry of Transport gave it 
the responsibility to operate, manage and 
maintain airports in the country as a viable 
commercial enterprise. Also in 1992, 
Malaysia Airports debuted on the Kuala 
Lumpur Stock Exchange, becoming the first 
Airport Operator in Asia to be publicly-listed, 
and only the sixth in the world.

Throughout the past 25 years, Malaysia 
Airports has been fortunate to enjoy 
many successes. In 1998, Kuala Lumpur 
International Airport (KLIA) was completed in 
time for the Commonwealth Games hosted 
by Malaysia. The completion of KLIA also 
marked the beginning of Malaysia as a 
regional air-hub of world renown. This flag-
ship airport won its share of world-records 
for several features when it was first built, 
including the world’s longest luggage-
conveyor belt, the tallest control tower, 
and the biggest land area of any airport 
anywhere on the globe. 

It is also one of the first airports in the 
world to have a transit hotel within the 
satellite terminal, a trend that is fast catching-
on with new airports around the globe. 
KLIA was conceived as the only air-hub on 
the planet to be “an airport within a forest, 
with a forest within the airport” – a concept 

that remained on the record-books for a long 
time. Today, KLIA is among the top 25 busiest 
airports in the world, achieving traffic of nearly 
53 million passengers in 2016. In January 
2017, KLIA registered double-digit growth of 
15.3% over the same period last year. 

With the opening of its second terminal, 
klia2, KLIA is on the road to strengthening 
its position as a premier air-hub within the 
ASEAN region. The addition has increased 
the whole airport system’s capacity to 75 
mppa and is further promoting growth of 
its airline-partners by providing seamless 
transfer connectivity between low-cost and 
full-service carriers. Since the opening, 
transfers traffic between the Main Terminal and 
klia2 has tripled to 1.5 million. Combined, 
both terminals currently cater to more than 
60 airlines, serving more than 120 direct 
destinations and more than 1,000 indirectly. 

Malaysia Airports also take pride in 
the robust growth at other international and 
domestic airports around Malaysia. In the last 
20 years, growth at most of these airports has 
either doubled or tripled – but more importantly, 
growth still continues to flourish. In 2016, for 
example, Kota Kinabalu International Airports 
registered growth of 10.5% while Penang 
International Airport enjoyed growth of 6.8%. 
This growth has been facilitated by various 
capacity enhancements, efficiency-measures 
and consolidation of operations that Malaysia 
Airports undertook in the last few years.  

Malaysia Airports’ Chairman, Tan Sri 
Dato’ Sri Dr. Wan Abdul Aziz Wan Abdullah 

launched the 25th Anniversary Celebrations 
last month by revealing some of the exciting 
celebratory programmes that will mark the 
important milestone and will encompass all its 
stakeholders throughout the year. These include 
a 25th anniversary dinner, commemorative 
souvenirs, a commemorative mural, a 25-
day countdown lucky draw, and nationwide 
celebrations at all airports. Malaysia Airports 
will also continue to celebrate its contribution 
of various partners through its annual KLIA 
Awards, Concessionaires Conference and the 
25th Anniversary Golf Tournament. There will 
also be some 25th Anniversary Celebrations 
retail and culinary promotional events during 
the year. 

Approximately 800 staff-members, airline 
and business partners, relevant stakeholders 
and members of the media attended the 
launch of the 25th Anniversary Celebrations 
which was held at the Roof Terrace of Level 5, 
KLIA. During the event, Malaysia Airports also 
launched its 25th anniversary theme song 
called “Jutaan Jiwa” which was composed 
especially for the anniversary celebration as 
an embodiment of the company’s purpose 
and aspiration in the years to come. “Jutaan 
Jiwa” is an instrumental collaboration between 
Malaysia Airports and the popular Malaysian 
indie alternative rock band, HUJAN.

Malaysia Airports Managing Director 
Datuk Badlisham Ghazali summed things up 
neatly when he said: “The achievements in 
the last 25 years have been considerable and 
we celebrate it with gratitude and joy; but we 
will not live in the past. It is to the future that 
we must look to ensure the sustainability and 
relevancy of our business. Our company’s five-
year business plan, Runway to Success 2020 
was formulated to achieve this very aim. The 
strategic pillars identified are closely aligned 
to our mission of creating joyful experiences 
by connecting people and businesses with the 
ultimate aim of fulfilling our vision in becoming 
a global leader in creating airport cities.”
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KLIA Premier Access provides exciting benefits!

A TOTAL AIRPORT EXPERIENCE FOR EVERYONE

Catching a flight on a busy schedule 
and worried about being on time? Dreading 
air-travel because of your small children? 
Flying economy but yearning for some of 
the benefits of Business Class while at the 
airport? Wishing you had someone meet you 
at the airport and whisk you through all the 
formalities? All these issues and more can 
be solved in an instant, with just the click of 
your mouse or a simple phone-call! That’s the 
beauty of KLIA Premium Access – an exciting 
new programme to help air-travellers have a 
joyful Total Airport Experience.

KLIA Premium Access has various benefits 
and different programmes so that whatever 
your needs, there is a Total Airport Experience 
for everyone. 

Busy air-travellers on a very tight schedule 
will appreciate the dedicated Priority Pass that 
enables you to bypass the queues and have 
a speedier check-through at the Customs and 
Immigration counters. Just collect your KLIA 
Premier Access Priority Pass when registering 
at the KLIA Premier Access Lounge, make 
your way to Departure Gate A and follow the 

Premier Access signage to your exclusive 
dedicated lane for Immigration and Custom 
checks! It’s a boost for busy business-people 
and those in a hurry.

Those flying in Economy Class can now 
have access to exclusive Premier Access 
Lounge facilities at the Main Terminal and 
the Satellite Building with complimentary 
food, beverage, reading material, computer 
terminals, free Internet access, wi-fi facilities 
and charging amenities for your laptop or 
mobile phone.  Food is cooked fresh on 
site, and the Lounge ambience is decidedly 
elegant and relaxing.

For those who appreciate personal 
attention, you can choose to be met and 
greeted when you arrive at the airport 
by road or by Express Rail Link, or are 
transferred from Sama-Sama Hotel. Your 
personal Premier Access professional will 
then take good care of you while you are at 
the airport.

Depending on your requests, he or 
she will escort you to the nearest Premium 
Access Lounge, guide you around the airport 
shopping concourse in the Main Terminal, 
Satellite Building or klia2, or show you 
where you can attend to your children and 
conveniently change nappies in comfort. No 
more struggling with restless children trying to 
run in every different direction – the kiddies 
will love the whisper-smooth buggy-ride as 
you glide smoothly past the other airport-
users.

Alternatively, you can simply be fast-
tracked to your flight. You will be buggy-
driven from the kerbside or train-arrival 
platform, escorted through exclusive 
dedicated lanes for check-in, immigration 
and customs, then taken directly to the 
departure gate to catch your flight. It’s fast, 
fuss-free and fulfilling!

The KLIA Premier Access service is also 
available for arriving airline-passengers 

who want to stop and refresh at the airport 
or be whisked swiftly through Customs and 
Immigration before being taken to your 
limousine or Express Rail Link train to the city 
centre. It’s a wonderful welcome experience, 
indeed.

Malaysia Airports Managing Director 
Datuk Badlisham Ghazali, in a speech at 
the KLIA Premier Access launch, said that 
the service aims to help customers meet their 
basic needs, provide unique experiences 
and create memorable moments. “For a start, 
this service is currently available at KLIA and 
is being expanded to other airports in the first 
quarter of this year,” he said. “KLIA Premier 
Access is just one of several initiatives under 
MAHB’s 2016-2020 five-year business plan 
called Runway to Success 2020.”

For more information and reservations, 
just call 603 8776 4606 or e-mail 
premieraccess.klia@samasamahotels.com. 
Bookings can also be done on site at the 
KLIA Premier Access booth on Level 5.

• STANDARD RATE
Services include lounge facility and 
dedicated priority access.

- RM 68 nett per person
- RM 136 nett per couple (single infant 
free)
- RM 206 nett per family of 2 adults and 
2 children below the age of 12.                  

• PREMIUM RATE
Services include meet-and-greet at 
kerbside or train arrival, buggy transfer, 
lounge facility, escort service and 
dedicated priority access.

- RM 188 nett per person
- RM 300 nett per couple (single infant 
free)
- RM 390 nett per family of 2 adults and 
2 children below the age of 12
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MITSUI OUTLET PARK KLIA Sepang
sees exciting growth within KLIA Aeropolis

There is something for everyone, now and always!

Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA Sepang was 
officially launched in July 2015 and within 
a year, achieved its first-year target of 2 
million visitors. A vital component of the KLIA 
Aeropolis Master Plan, one of Malaysia’s 
most exciting and innovative outlet malls 
has been drawing an increasing stream of 
shoppers from across the country and around 
the world. Its proximity to one of the region’s 
leading airports has seen a steady growth 
in air-travellers, especially from the ASEAN 
Region and China, says Managing Director 
Takehito Fukui of MFMA Development Sdn 
Bhd, a joint-venture between Mitsui Fudosan 
Co, Ltd and Malaysia Airports Holdings 
Berhad. 

He explains that Phase 1 of the Mitsui 
Outlet Park KLIA Sepang comprises 128 

brand outlets, including kiosks, bringing many 
top international and local brands together. 
It features a flight check-in system and flight-
information displays within the premises of 
the outlet mall to offer convenience and stress 
free shopping for airport passengers.  Flight 
Information Display Systems are available at 
the Flight Check In Center, Sunshine Square 
(Ground Floor) and Tropical Plaza (First Floor). 

“Due to the close proximity to the airport, 
the Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA Sepang has a 
Flight Check-In Centre with a super-convenient 
SITA Check-in KIOSK system available for 
passengers on Malaysia Airlines, Air Asia, 
Cathay Pacific Airways, KLM-Royal Dutch 
Airlines, Air France and Turkish Airlines. 
Additionally, free baggage storage and a 
free dedicated shuttle bus-service to and from 

KLIA & klia2 are also provided. Such facilities 
and services are provided for the comfort and 
convenience of travellers. We will continue to 
work closely with Malaysia Airports to ensure 
that travellers will have a seamless experience 
to and through the mall”, he says.

Good Growth with Phase 2
Phase 2 will introduce more premium 

brands into the mix, increasing the offerings 
of luxury international and local brands in 
fashion, cosmetics, sports and accessories, 
with diversification into entertainment and 
amusement as well as inclusion of service-
based tenants. “In Phase 2, there will be more 
variety of brands as well as entertainment 
outlets that will enhance the offerings by Mitsui 
Outlet Park KLIA Sepang. We are confident 
that the additions will surely satisfy our 
customers’ needs,” says Takehito Fukui, adding 
that Phase 2 will be built on a 27,500m² site 
adjacent to the current Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA 
Sepang. It will host approximately 60 more 
shops with about an additional 500 car-park 
lots made available to complement the existing 
2100 lots.

The double-storey air-conditioned building 
is slated to be completed by early 2018 and 
will expand upon the experience and options 
that shoppers get at Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA 
Sepang.  In line with the architectural concept 
of a “Paradise Village” for the outlet park 
where Phase 1 showcased thematic designs 
based on a Sunshine Square, Pier Walk, 

Beach Walk and Tropical Plaza concept, 
Phase 2 introduces a new ambient experience 
with its Sky Walk and River Walk themes. Sky 
Walk will have the ceilings simulated with 
clouds while River Walk resembles a creek, 
entertaining shoppers with refreshing interior 
embellishments.

MFMA Development Sdn Bhd held a 
Ground-Breaking Ceremony to commemorate 
the commencement of works on the Phase 
2 extension of the Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA 
Sepang recently. The ground-breaking 
ceremony was officiated by the Secretary-
General of Malaysia’s Ministry of Tourism and 
Culture, Tan Sri Dr Ong Hong Peng at the site 
adjacent to the operational Phase 1 of Mitsui 
Outlet Park KLIA Sepang. 

KLIA Aeropolis Master Plan
As a key link in the KLIA Aeropolis Master 

Plan, Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA Sepang is an 
important part of the vision to transform 

growth within the KLIA Aeropolis Masterplan. 
Upon full expansion, MOP will occupy a land-
area of 178,900m² and it has the potential of 
being the largest outlet mall in South East Asia.

“The Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA Sepang will 
continue to complement the aspirations of the 
Ministry of Tourism and Culture Malaysia to 
make Malaysia a tourism hub while promoting 
economic growth of the nation,” says Takehito 
Fukui, adding that the project was granted Entry 
Point Project (EPP) status under the Economic 
Transformation Programme, National Key 
Economic Area (NKEA) for Tourism (EPP3 – 
Establishing Premium Outlets in Malaysia). 
“On a macro-level, it will be a catalyst for the 
progress and prosperity of Malaysians. On 
a more fundamental level, Mitsui Outlet Park 
KLIA Sepang will provides exciting shopping 
experiences and great value for money to all 
our guests. Simply put, it always has a warm 
welcome with something for everyone!”

For more information on upcoming 
offers, promotions and happenings at the 
Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA Sepang, visit www.
mitsuioutletparkklia.com.my or www.facebook.
com/MOPKLIA. 

KLIA into a diversified airport city with 
significant business, tourism and employment 
opportunities. KLIA Aeropolis will integrate 
offerings that include a cargo and logistics hub, 
exciting shopping and theme park attractions 
as well as world-class venues for meetings, 
conventions and exhibitions. 

Out of the 22,156 acre plot that includes 
KLIA and klia2, approximately 3,000 acres 
of land has been earmarked for commercial 
development. The Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA 
Sepang is the driver for non-aeronautical 
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One of the largest global donors for development in  
tourism is upbeat about Malaysia.

JICA UPBEAT ON GROWTH

The Japan International Cooperation Agency 
is a governmental agency that coordinates 
official development assistance (ODA) for 
the government of Japan. It is chartered with 
assisting economic and social growth in 
developing countries, and the promotion of 
international cooperation. Originally established 
in 1974 and re-established as a dynamic 
new entity in 2003 and 2008, JICA aims to 
contribute to the promotion of international 
cooperation as well as the sound development 
of Japanese and global economy by supporting 
the socio-economic development, recovery or 
economic stability of developing regions.

JICA provides backing for “Inclusive 
Development”. This represents an approach 
to development that encourages all people 
to recognize the development issues they 
themselves face, participate in addressing them, 
and enjoy the fruits of such endeavors. JICA 
also provides creative, highly effective support 
toward “Dynamic Development”. This refers to 
the creation of self-reinforcing virtuous cycles of 
mid- to long-term economic growth and poverty 
reduction in a constantly changing environment 
of developing countries where a variety of issues 
arise simultaneously and often mesh with each 
other. 

According to Kojiro Matsumoto, Chief 
Representative of JICA Malaysia Office, ODA 
for Malaysia first started in 1956 and has 
been lasting for more than 60 years. With 
its long cooperation history with Malaysia, 
currently JICA’s cooperation in Malaysia is 
focused on three priority areas: 1) Supporting 
a balanced development toward Malaysia 
becoming a high-income nation , 2) 
Response to common issues in the East Asian 
region, and 3) taking the Japan-Malaysia 
Development Partnership beyond the East 
Asian region.

In December 2011, a Japanese ODA loan 
agreement was signed with the government 
of Malaysia for the Development Project for 
the Malaysia-Japan International Institute of 
Technology (MJIIT). MJIIT is an academic 
institution for introducing Japanese-style 
engineering education into Malaysia, 
and JICA is providing assistance including 
technical cooperation in partnership with 
numerous Japanese universities. MJIIT is one 
of the major JICA projects in Malaysia and 
represents the strong friendship between 
Malaysia and Japan.

Where does tourism and air-travel come 
into this picture? The Japan International 
Cooperation Agency and the World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO) recently signed 
a Memorandum of Cooperation aimed at 
providing a framework for joint action in the 
area of sustainable tourism. The agreement, 
signed by UNWTO Secretary-General 
Taleb Rifai, and JICA Executive Senior Vice 
President Kazuhiko Koshikawa, opens 
important opportunities of collaboration as 
JICA is one of the largest global donors 
in terms of international cooperation for 
development in tourism.

In Malaysia, one JICA volunteer works with 
Sabah Parks, which is a statutory body 
responsible for reserving national parks in 
Sabah while achieving tourism-friendliness 
for tourists. A very remote and isolated 
village in Crocker Range Park is one of 
the sites for activities of the JICA Volunteer. 
Although the villagers traditionally rely their 
living on slash-and-burn agriculture, they 
are now encouraged to find a new way 
of living because the village is located in 

a reserve. With this background, the JICA 
Volunteer has been supporting the villagers 
to commercialize traditional bamboo 
handicrafts as tourist souvenirs and to 
develop an education-oriented homestay 
program with nature conservation focus. This 
can bring a win-win situation for both the 
villagers and tourists, where the villagers can 
enjoy better income sustainably and tourists 
can have a unique travel-experience. This 
is one example of how JICA is involved in 
tourism promotion in Malaysia. 

Along the over 60 years of cooperation, 
Kojiro Matsumoto says, JICA has witnessed 
the rapid and dynamic development of 
Malaysia and sees the potential of further 

development. Japanese people, especially 
the young students, are more interested in 
being exposed to a different culture outside of 
Japan, and Malaysia is considered to be a 
good destination for study tours or exchange 
programs as well. Its ethnic diversity, richness 
of the nature and the mixture of modern and 
traditional texture have been also attracting 
travelers and tourists from Japan.

On the other hand, more and more people in 
Malaysia are now eager to go to Japan on 
their own. There are many people who have 
been to Japan on JICA training programs 
who feel attached to Japan, which may 
form a potential pool of repeat- travelers to 
Japan. With long strong friendship between 
the countries and about 1,400 Japanese/
Japanese affiliated companies active in 
Malaysia, people in Malaysia tend to have a 
favorable impression towards Japan.

In conclusion, Kojiro Matsumoto emphasizes 
that human capital is the basis of the 
development of a country and interaction 
among people will lead to stronger ties 
between the countries. JICA wishes to 
contribute to further development of Malaysia 
and the partnership between Malaysia and 
Japan. Tourism is one of the industries which 
can support this, and air-travel is the mainstay 
of tourism between Japan and Malaysia.
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Express Rail Link complements the growth of KL International Airport 

WORLD’S BEST AIR-RAIL LINK MOVES FORWARD

Did you know that KLIA is one of only 
24 airports in the world with dedicated 
air-rail links? These are not ordinary trains 
chugging along on general routes, but swift 
and sophisticated people-movers purpose-
built as an integral part of an airport’s 
extended transport-infrastructure. 

Connectivity for Airport-Users
Express Rail Link serves KLIA with two distinct 
and parallel services that provide airport-users 
with excellent options in connectivity and 
convenience.

•  KLIA Ekspres connects you to the city faster 
than any other land-service – a smooth, swift 
ride of just 28 minutes brings you into the city-
centre. Travelers love the KLIA Ekspres not only 
because of its speed, reliability and safety but 
also because of its connectivity at KL Sentral 
Terminal. 

•  KLIA Transit gives airport-users excellent 
connectivity via the Salak Tinggi Station, 
Putrajaya & Cyberjaya Station and Bandar 
Tasik Selatan Station, en route to the city-
centre.

Less than 2km away from the Salak Tinggi 
Station is the Xiamen University, the first 
overseas campus set up by a renowned 
Chinese university, and the first Chinese 
university campus in Malaysia. The KLIA Transit 
connectivity factor is definitely one of the 
reasons this distinguished university opened 
there. The Salak Tinggi Station is also the main 
station for airport workers commuting to KLIA/
KLIA2.   

The Putrajaya & Cyberjaya Station connects 
airport-users to Putrajaya, the administrative 
capital of Malaysia; and Cyberjaya, the 
global tech hub that is the heart of Malaysia’s 
famed Multimedia Super Corridor. There 
are also 3 universities in the vicinity i.e. 
Multimedia University, Lim Kok Wing University 
and Heriot-Watt University; making KLIA Transit 
an ideal choice for students and faculty to 
commute. 

KLIA was the first airport in the entire ASEAN 
region to have a dedicated air-rail link, and 
it is a source of pride to Malaysia that the 
Express Rail Link which connects KLIA with 
Kuala Lumpur has consistently been named as 
the World’s Best Air-Rail Link!

As KLIA grows and develops, Express Rail Link 
has been at its side, steadfastly supporting 
Malaysia’s flagship airport with complementary 
growth and expansion. An excellent example 
is the extension of the train’s service to provide 
seamless and super-convenient inter-terminal 
transfer between KLIA’s Main Terminal and 
klia2 in only 3 minutes.

The Bandar Tasik Selatan Station is an 
interchange station for RapidKL’s Ampang Line 
and the location of the enormous bus-terminal 
for north, south, and east-bound intercity 
express buses out of Kuala Lumpur.

At the KL Sentral Terminal, passengers on both 
trains can transfer easily to the mass-transport 
systems such as the Monorail, the LRT, the KTM 
Komuter and the new Phase 2 of the MRT 
system. 

City Check-in for Air-Travellers
Kuala Lumpur is one of the few cities in 
the world that provides in-town check-in 
service where airline-passengers may check 
in luggage within the city. At the KL City 
Air Terminal or KL-CAT, passengers can 
reduce queuing and check-in time at the 
airport by checking in at KL Sentral. The 
check-in facility is exclusive to KLIA Ekspres 
passengers travelling with Malaysia Airlines, 
Cathay Pacific and Malindo Air.  Both 
Malaysia Airlines and Malindo Air also have 
ticketing offices within KL-CAT, adding to the 
convenience of air-travellers.

After 14 years of operations, the city check-
in facility at KL-CAT has a 100% security 

and delivery record for checked-in luggage. 
Passengers can also rest assured that their 
luggage will be safely delivered to their final 
destination. 

Moving forward with KLIA
Serving airport-users with speedy service, 
complimentary WI-FI, clean cabins, excellent 
punctuality and an outstanding safety-record, 
Express Rail Link is moving forward with KLIA 
and the upcoming KLIA Aeropolis; in line 
with the Government’s aspiration to transform 
the public transportation-system as Malaysia 
becomes a developed nation.   

ERL’s newly-imported will increase the frequency 
of operations and enhance service-availability 
as well as cater to the growth in ridership 
for the next ten years. With 50% increase in 
capacity, 15% more air-conditioning efficiency, 
added handrails and better legroom for facing 
seats, the additional trains will give passengers 
a more comfortable and enjoyable ride as 
they connect from KLIA and KLIA Aeropolis 
into Greater Kuala Lumpur and the rest of the 
country.

Express Rail Link is building today as its moves 
forward with KLIA into the future!

EXPRESS RAIL LINK :  
Global Air-Rail Awards
o  North Star AirRail Link of the Year  
    (2012, 2014, 2015, 2016)

o  Best Customer Service (2011)

o  Personality of the Year - CEO of ERL,  
    Noormah Mohd Noor (2011)

o  Environmental Commitment Award  
   (2013)

o  Best Marketing Campaign - ERL klia2  
    launch (2015)

o  Social Responsibility Award (2016) 

Malaysian Land Public Transport 
Commission Awards
•  Best Human Capital Management  
   - Rail Industry (2013)

•  Best Operator – Intercity & Urban  
    Rail (2014)

•  Best Customer Service (2016)

•  Best Safety Practices (2016)
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LUCKY AIR spreads its wings

It was a quiet but meaningful event when the 
inaugural flight of Yunnan-based Lucky Air 
arrived at KLIA several weeks ago. Airport 
Fire-Tenders lined up and gave a splendid 
water-salute to welcome the Boeing 737-
800 aircraft, which has a capacity for 180 
passengers. Industry analysts say that despite 
its understated arrival into Kuala Lumpur, this 
new route underlines the carrier’s seriousness 
about the Malaysian market.

“This is Lucky Air’s third air route to 
Malaysia, following the establishment of 
its Kunming-Sabah and Kunming-Penang 
routes in quick succession. With its numerous 
ethnic cultures and impressive natural beauty, 
Yunnan has been called the Tourism Province 
of China; and Kunming is known as the 
City of Perpetual Spring due to its attractive 
climate. There is great potential for outbound 
travel from all three cities in Malaysia”, 
comments Deputy President of the Malaysia 

Chinese Tourism Association Jackson 
Thian.

MCTA Committee Member for Inbound 
Travel Jeffrey Phua has a different but 
equally positive take. “Apart from its total 
population of over 26 million, the province 
of Yunnan has about 1 million Muslim Hui 
Chinese for whom Malaysia would be an 
ideal vacation destination with its unique 
combination of Halal food and Muslim 
culture on one hand, and the widespread 
use of Mandarin in almost all urban 
centres and many resorts, on the other 
hand”, he says. “As such I would expect 
to see the growth of inbound tourism into 

Penang, Kota Kinabalu and Kuala Lumpur, 
thanks to Lucky Air!”

Headquartered in Kunming Changshui 
International Airport, Lucky Air is a 
subsidiary of Hainan Airlines rebranded to 
further explore the potential in the Chinese 
low-cost market. Founded in 2004, Lucky 
Air owns a fleet of 36 airplanes including 
12 Boeing 737-700s, 14 Boeing 737-
800s, 3 Airbus 319s and 7 Airbus 320-
200s. Originally known as Shilin Airlines, 
the airline is now owned by Hainan 
Airlines, Shanxi Airlines and Yunnan Shilin 
Tourism Aviation. It connects 26 provinces 
and 40 cities with 37 routes. 

GULF AIR goes to Georgia

New routes, new aircraft for AIR NIUGINI   

The national flag-carrier of Papua New 
Guinea is growing its network across the 
Pacific Ocean with a steady introduction 
of new aircraft, says Albert Yeoh of Abadi 
Aviation Services, the airline’s Malaysian 
GSA, explaining that Air Niugini ‘s latest 

acquisition, a fifth Fokker 70 aircraft, is 
a continuation of Air Niugini’s re-fleeting 
exercise to replace the Q400 aircraft and 
standardize its domestic and short-haul regional 
international operations on an all Fokker 
100/70 jet fleet.

He said the F70 aircraft has significant 
advantages in terms of speed, range, and 
passenger comfort, and best meets the 
region’s needs into the future. The addition 
of this latest aircraft has allowed the airline 
to reintroduce services on the sectors 
between Lae, Hoskins, and Rabaul, as 
well as adding services on other routes to 
cater for peak-travel periods. Air Niugini is 
expecting another four F70 aircraft during 
2017, to take the total up to nine aircraft.

Apart from its extensive domestic and 
regional network Air Niugini also connects 
to Australia, New Zealand, Fiji, Vanuatu, 
the Solomon Islands, Singapore, Japan, 
Hong Kong and mainland China. For 
ticketing and enquiries, please call  
03-2148 4313.

The Kingdom of Bahrain’s national 
carrier will open a new route to Georgia 
with direct flights connecting the capital 
city of Tbilisi from June 2017, says Eric Ng 
of Abadi Aviation Services, the airline’s 
Malaysian GSA. “Our new route to Tbilisi, 

Georgia will strengthen business and tourism 
links between key global destinations on our 
global network via the Kingdom of Bahrain. 
With 3 weekly flights to/from Shota 
Rustaveli Tbilisi International Airport, this is 
another positive development for Gulf Air 

in 2017 and one that will appeal to our 
passengers from Malaysia heading to the 
Middle East and Central Europe”, he says.

Gulf Air operates one of the largest 
regional networks, with double daily flights 
or more to 10 regional cities, providing 
seamless connectivity for passengers 
travelling across its network via its efficient 
Bahrain International Airport hub. The 
carrier commenced operations in 1950, 
becoming one of the first commercial 
airlines established in the Middle East. 
Today, Gulf Air is a major international 
carrier serving 40 cities in 23 countries 
spanning three continents.  For ticketing 
and reservations, please call at  
03-2141 2676.
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MAI promotes Myanmar

Fly faster with FINNAIR   

Finnair flies between Asia, Europe and 
North America with an emphasis on fast 
connections via Helsinki, carrying more 
than ten million passengers annually and 
connecting 17 cities in Asia with more than 
60 destinations in Europe, says Nick Naung 
Naung, General Manager Malaysia, 
Singapore and Indonesia, for the national 
flag-carrier of Finland.

The ancient land of Myanmar is a timeless 
tourism attraction with its glttering culture, 
scenic natural beauty, charming people and 
fascinating handicrafts – and the national 
airline is the best way to get there, says Nang 
Kay Thi, Country Manager for Myanmar 
Airways International in Malaysia.  “MAI 
will provide you with a unique and authentic 
Myanmar experience right from the moment 
you board our aircraft; not just when you 
arrive at your destination! Come and see the 
beauty of Myanmar this year – we have a lot 

He adds that the airline, a pioneer in 
sustainable flying, is the European launch 
customer of the next-generation, eco-smart 
Airbus A350 XWB aircraft and is the first 
airline listed in the Leadership Index of the 
worldwide Carbon Disclosure Project. 

The only Nordic carrier with a 4-star Skytrax 
ranking, Finnair has also won the World 
Airline Award for Best Airline Northern Europe 

for the past seven years running. Finnair 
is a member of one world, the alliance 
of the world’s leading airlines committed 
to providing the highest level of service 
and convenience to frequent international 
travellers.

For ticketing and reservations, please call 
Worldwide Aviation Agencies at 
 03-2145 1155.

 Visit Myanmar!
of fascinating festivals and events being planned that will be 
really memorable.”

Nang Kay Thi adds that MAI currently operates five weekly 
flights between Kuala Lumpur and Yangon, using Airbus 320 
aircraft. She says that Myanmar continues to be a popular 
destination for both tourism and business. For enquiries 
and ticket reservations to Yangon and beyond, please call 
Worldwide Aviation Agencies at 03-2142 1199 or e-mail 
kul.resvn@maiair.com. For enquiries and travel to other 
destinations in Myanmar, please e-mail kul.sales@maiair.
com.

AEROMEXICO spreads wings in Asia    

The national flag-carrier of Mexico is 
increasing its network in Asia, says Vivian 
Ku of Discover the World, the Malaysian 
representative of Aeromexico. Starting 
May 27, 2017 the airline will operate four 
weekly flights between Mexico and Seoul. 
The capital-city of South Korea will become 
the third destination Aeromexico serves in 
Asia, along with Tokyo and Shanghai.

Air Canada provides scheduled passenger 
service directly to 64 airports in Canada and 
57 in the United States, says Stephanie Low 
of Discover the World, the airline’s Malaysian 
representative, adding that air-travellers from 
Malaysia will find excellent North American 
connectivity with Canada’s largest domestic 
and international airline. Canada’s national 
flag-carrier is among the 20 largest airlines in 
the world and in 2016 served more than 45 
million customers.  
 
Air Canada has recently been recognized by 
the Finance and Sustainability Initiative (FSI) 
with the “2017 Award for Best Corporate 
Sustainability Report - Transportation” in 
Canada. This annual competition aims to 
promote excellence in sustainable development 

The carrier will operate the route with its 
Boeing 787 Dreamliner, considered one 
of the most modern commercial aircraft in 
the world. The Aeromexico aircraft has a 
capacity of 243 passengers, including 32 
in Clase Premier, Aeromexico’s Business 
Class Cabin. It also features extra legroom 
between seats and bigger overhead bins for 
carry-on bags, larger push-button dimmable 
windows, and Sky Interiors LED lighting.

Vivian Ku says that Aeromexico has had a 
market-presence in Malaysia for over 20 
years. Founded in 1934, its route network 
spans 86 destinations on four continents, 
including 45 destinations in Mexico, For 
more information and ticketing enquiries, 
please call Discover The World at  
03-2715 2277.

AIR CANADA connects North America

reporting among Canadian public 
companies. Air Canada was selected to 
receive this honour for its 2015 Corporate 
Social Responsibility Report, Citizens of the 
World which details its performance during 
2015 in four key areas of sustainability: 
safety, the environment, employee well-being, 
and the company’s community involvement.

Air Canada is a founding member of Star 
Alliance, the world’s most comprehensive air 
transportation network serving 1,330 airports 
in 192 countries.  Air Canada is the only 
international network carrier in North America 
to receive a Four-Star Skytrax ranking. For 
more information, please call the Air Canada 
General Sales Office at 03-2715 2053.
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The Cathay Pacific Group provides connectivity 
and convenience when travelling to Japan, 
says Country Manager Malaysia & Brunei 
Anna Choi, explaining that from Hong Kong 
air-travellers can connect seamlessly to major 
cities across the Japanese archipelago. “We 
have 5 weekly flights to Sapporo, daily flights 
to Okinawa, 2 daily flights to Fukuoka, 3 daily 
flights to Nagoya , 6 daily flights to Osaka, 
and 8 daily flights to Tokyo (Narita & Haneda 
airports).”

She adds that Cathay Pacific’s stylish lounge 
is the first to be operated by a non-Japanese 
carrier in the Haneda Airport International 
Terminal.  One of the largest Cathay Pacific 
lounges outside Hong Kong, the lounge offers 
a supremely comfortable environment of 
understated luxury in which First and Business 
Class passengers can relax before their flight. 
Cherry-wood walls, a limestone floor, glazed 
screens, green ceramic tiles, bronze highlights, 
plenty of natural plant-life and the use of local 
artworks add to the welcoming atmosphere. 

Inside the lounge, The Bureau provides four 
individual workstations with dual operating 
system iMacs and printers; while free Wi-Fi 
access is available throughout the lounge. 
Cathay Pacific’s iconic The Noodle Bar, offers 
a selection of freshly-prepared Asian noodles 

Convenient connectivity to Japan with CATHAY PACIFIC     

including Dan Dan Noodles and Wonton 
Noodles in Soup. In the morning until 11am, 
authentic Japanese breakfast items and French 
toast are offered. 

Another dining highlight is The Food Bar, 
where passengers can enjoy a wide selection 
of lighter items such as wraps, sandwiches, 
quiches and salads, as well as barista-made 
coffee, pastries and other desserts. In addition, 
freshly blended cocktails, including Cathay 
Pacific’s signature drinks, and a variety of 
alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks will be 
served at the Bar. All food and beverage 
facilities in the new lounge are managed 
by Hotel Okura Enterprise, internationally 
renowned for its quality services and 
hospitality.

“Our lounges in Kuala Lumpur, Hong Kong and 
Japan ensure that air-travellers experience our 
award-winning standards of service both on 
the ground and in flight; while the frequencies 
and variety of destinations across our network 
provide convenient connectivity to Japan!” 
says Anna Choi, adding that for ticketing or 
reservations, air-travellers can call 03-6207 
4989, or visit www.cathaypacific.com.my.

HIMALAYA AIRLINES arrives in Malaysia

Last month saw the arrival of Nepal’s 
Himalaya Airlines into KL International 
Airport. Utilising an Airbus A320-14 aircraft 
configured with 8 Business Class and 150 
Economy class seats, this fast-growing carrier 
has 5 flights a week on Mondays, Tuesdays, 
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.

As passengers left the aircraft and entered 
the arrival lounge, they were greeted with 
traditional Malaysian music and cultural 
dances. Among the dignitaries present were 
the Ambassador of Nepal to Malaysia, the 
Minister of  Culture, Tourism & Civil Aviation 
for Nepal, the Director General of the Civil 
Aviation Authority of Nepal (CAAN), the 

Joint Secretary, Minister of Culture, Tourism 
& Civil Aviation for Nepal, the Charge 
d’ affaires for the Embassy of Malaysia in 
Nepal, the Chief Executive Officer of the 
Nepal Tourism Board, the President and the 
Vice President of Himalaya Airlines. 

Malaysia Airports was represented by 
Managing Director Datuk Badlisham 
Ghazali and a large contingent of senior 
managers and staff.

Speaking at the Media Conference 
following the Welcome Reception, 
Himalaya Airlines President Zhao Guo 
Qiang said, “We are really thrilled to launch 

direct flights to Kuala Lumpur as this is one of 
our core markets in the Asia Pacific region 
and we have around 700,000 Nepalese 
working here. For the upcoming weeks, we 
have received an overwhelming response 
for the flight bookings which has given us 
confidence that we are here to stay. This is 
definitely is going to contribute to the cordial 
relationship as well business development 
between Nepal and Malaysia.”

Kathmandu-based Himalaya Airlines currently 
connects the capital-city of Nepal with Doha, 
Colombo, and Yangon. In upcoming months 
of 2017, Himalaya Airlines plans to connect 
to Dammam, Delhi, Ahmedabad and 
Chennai in the first phase and later to Dubai, 
Hong Kong, Bangkok, Beijing, Lhasa and 
Chengdu as well.

Over the next five years, the airline aims 
at acquiring 15 Airbus 320-family aircraft 
and plans to connect Kathmandu to various 
new destinations in Asia and beyond. The 
company will introduce long-haul wide-body 
aircraft of A330 family in due course of time 
for the operation of direct flights to Japan, 
Korea, Europe, Australia, and America. 

For enquiries and ticketing, please call  
03-2070 7055.
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ANA increases capacity and comfort

Japan’s All Nippon Airways is increasing 
capacity and comfort from Kuala Lumpur 
with the introduction of Boeing 787-9 
Dreamliner aircraft on its Haneda route 
from 1st August this year, says ANA Kuala 
Lumpur Branch General Manager Roy 
Gay.

This innovative aircraft will have three-
class seating: Business Class, Premium 
Economy and Economy; giving air-
travellers from KLIA more options in ANA’s 
award-winning inflight service.

ANA became the world launch customer 
of the then-futuristic 787 Dreamliner when it 
purchased fifty units of this aircraft in 2004, 
and was the first to bring the airplane into 
service in 2011. The airline operates more 
than 11% of all 787s around the world today 
and has flown an estimated 126,000 flights 
with the Dreamliner. Already the world’s 
largest Dreamliner operator, ANA has 
an additional 36 787s on order, 
including the longest and newest 
member of the family, the 787-10.

Roy Gay says that Japan’s fastest-
growing airline has daily double-daily 
flights from KLIA to Narita (morning 

flight) and Haneda (afternoon flight). For 
more information and ticketing, please visit 
our website at www.ana.co.jp/wws/
my/e/.

PHILIPPINE AIRLINES returns to Malaysia

After a three-year respite, flag-carrier Philippine 
Airlines resumes flights to Kuala Lumpur, says 
Marie Jemma B. Saranillo, the airline’s Country 
Manager Malaysia.

“Malaysia is a profit-center in the ASEAN 
region, providing a favorable investment 
climate to individuals and organizations. With 
investment opportunities in Malaysia’s service 
and manufacturing sectors, the PAL route 
will provide direct access to new business 
opportunities”, she said, adding that close to 
800,000 Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) 
are employed in Malaysia. 

The re-opening of the route comes during 
this period of ASEAN integration in which 
member-states are gearing towards economic 
integration through increased trade, 
investments and employment opportunities.  
Malaysia is also ranked as 9th destination of 
choice in the world and is top 2 within the 
ASEAN Region next to Singapore. 

“The resumption of PAL flights between Manila 
and Kuala Lumpur will help foster economic 
and cultural ties between the Philippines and 
Malaysia. Most importantly, it addresses the 
clamor for a direct service between the two 
capital cities”, said PAL President and COO 
Jaime J. Bautista. 

“Through PAL flights and code-share partners, 
we can carry passenger traffic from Kuala 
Lumpur to China, Japan, South Pacific and 
North America and thus enhance our ASEAN 
network”, he added. 

PAL’s decision to operate daily flights between 
the two Capital Cities comes amidst the 
airline’s fleet-modernization and route-
expansion program. Passengers are given 
the flexibility to choose from any of the daily 
frequencies of the route.  

PR 525 departs Manila every Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday at 7:25AM 
and arrives in KL at 11:00AM local time. Its 
return flight – PR526 – leaves KL on the same 
days at 12:10PM local time and touches 
down in Manila at 3:50PM. PR 527 leaves 
Manila on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday 
at 11:30AM and arrives in KL at 3:00PM 
local time. Its return service – PR528 – 
departs KL on the same days at 4:00PM 
local time and touches down in Manila at 
7:30PM. 

The route will utilise the Airbus A321, 
considered as one of the most efficient single-
aisle jetliners. The 199-seater aircraft has 
12 seats in business class, 18 in premium 
economy and 169 in regular economy. 
Wireless inflight entertainment can be 
enjoyed by downloading the myPAL Player 
app for free. This will allow passengers to 
stream a variety of movies, TV shows and 
music from their personal laptop, tablet or 
smartphone. Staying online is possible inflight 

with myPALWi-fi enabling passengers to stay 
online. Passengers may also choose from a 
wide array of dishes - Asian, Western as well 
as Halal meals. Free baggage allowance form 
part of the flight offerings. 

The non-stop service will enable travelers from 
KL to enjoy Manila for several days and hop 
on to the Philippine’s top travel destinations. 
From Manila, they may also connect to other 
domestic and international points PAL flies to. 

PAL is Asia’s first airline with a route-network 
covering 29 domestic and 44 international 
destinations. It recently opened new domestic 
and international connections from Cebu in 
the Visayas and Clark in Central Luzon. The 
carrier serves Asia, Oceania, the Middle East, 
the United States and Europe (London).  For 
ticketing and enquiries, please call 03-2141 
0767.
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Ethiopian Airlines Malaysia Country Manager 
Osman Habib says that he is encouraged by 
the good growth generated by last month’s 
increase in flight-frequency. Capacity to 
Malaysia was also increased with the earlier 
introduction of the ultra-modern Dreamliner 
Boeing 787. 

The increased flight-frequencies and capacity 
serve the growing traffic and provide the best 
possible connectivity options to passengers 
travelling between Malaysia and Africa, he 
explains, adding that air-travellers on Ethiopian 
now enjoy the ultimate travel experience on 
board Ethiopian Dreamliner with quieter flights, 
the biggest windows in the sky, higher ceiling, 
unique lighting and higher humidity.

Ethiopian is a global carrier that operates the 
youngest and the most modern fleet in the 
continent, with an average aircraft age of less 
than 5 years. It commands the lion’s share 
of the pan-African network including daily 
and double-daily east-west flight across the 
continent. In total, Ethiopian serves more than 
20 domestic and 97 international destinations 
across 5 continents with over 240 daily 
departures. 

The largest and fastest-growing African airline 
currently flies four times weekly between Kuala 
Lumpur and Addis Ababa. For enquiries and 
reservations, please call 03-2141 2190 or visit 
www.ethiopianairlines.com  

Good growth for ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES          

SINGAPORE AIRLINES to celebrate 70 Years in Malaysia   

KOREAN AIR sees steady progress

In May this year, Singapore Airlines will 
celebrate its 70th anniversary of providing a 
Great Way to Fly in Malaysia, says General 
Manager Malaysia Kenny Teo, adding that 
together with subsidiary Silk Air, it is the only 
foreign carrier in the world to fly to all five 
international airports in this country. 

“Malaysia is well-known for its tourism 
attractions; and the international airports in 
Kuala Lumpur, Penang, Langkawi, Kuching 

The national flag-carrier of South Korea has been experiencing 
steady progress in Malaysia, says the airline’s Country Manager 
for Malaysia and Brunei Jin Jae Hoon. One of the reasons 
could be Korean Air’s regular expansion of its global route 
network, he surmises, adding that the latest destination to have 
a new frequency will soon be Los Angeles where a third daily 
connection will be added in June. “Many air-travellers from 
Malaysia choose Korean Air to North America”, he explains.

Korean Air Senior Sales Manager for Malaysia & Brunei Eddie 
Ee adds that Korean Air, with a fleet of 166 aircraft, is one of 
the world’s top 20 airlines; and operates more than 1400 flights 
a week to 128 cities in 45 countries. It is a founding member 
of the SkyTeam alliance, which offers its 612 million annual 
passengers a worldwide system of more than 16,270 daily 

and Kota Kinabalu are each located in a 
great tourism destination! Along with Silk Air, 
we are optimistic of steady growth and a 
bright future for these routes”, he said.

With one of the youngest fleet of commercial 
aircraft in the world, Singapore Airlines 
recently ordered 57 Airbus A350-900 
aircraft. This state-of-the-art aeroplane is one 
of the quietest commercial aircraft ever built. 
With a new air-recuperation system and a 

completely redesigned cabin focused on 
reducing jetlag, it is said to give an amazing 
flight experience.

Singapore Airlines currently flies to more 
than 100 destinations worldwide along with 
its regional wing Silk Air. In May this year, 
the airline will begin flights to Stockholm, 
Sweden as well as launch non-stop flights to 
New York in 2018, operating state-of-the-art 
Airbus A350 Ultra-Long Range aircraft. 

For more information on flights and product 
offerings from Singapore Airlines, visit: 
singaporeair.com or call 03-2618 6333.

flights covering 1057 destinations in 179 countries. For more information 
or reservations, please log-on to www.koreanair.com.
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Sama-Sama Hotel KL International Airport 
has been named “Best Airport Hotel in the 
World” more than once. Now, guests can 
enjoy even more benefits than ever before! A 
complimentary shuttle from KLIA for shopping 
at the Mitsui Outlet Park, super-convenient fast-
track airport service with KLIA Premier Access, 
and great points-earning with the Peakpoints 
loyalty program are just some of the benefits 
awaiting those who check into spacious and 
elegant hotel! 

This deluxe 5-star property is probably the 
first resort-styled airport-hotel in the world, 
surrounded by lush greenery. It is adjacent to 
the Main Terminal Building of KL International 

Even more benefits at SAMA-SAMA HOTEL KLIA
Airport and connected by a covered skybridge 
to the Arrival & Departure Halls. It is just 
a 5-minute walk, and even faster with the 
complimentary buggy shuttle-service that runs 
between the Airport and the Hotel.  

Sama-Sama Hotel KL International Airport 
is the preferred hotel choice for transit air 
travelers with a few hours in-between flights. 
Air-travelers with early-morning departures 
or late-night arrivals will also find the hotel 
perfectly suited to their unique needs. 

It is also increasingly popular as a uniquely-
convenient MICE and event destination in 
itself. Delegates and guests can fly straight 

in for the event, and enjoy the conducive 
resort-style environment with no land-transport 
problems, traffic-jams, stress or distractions. 
With convenient train access, it also offers 
these advantages for busy people in Greater 
Kuala Lumpur needing a convenient and 
refreshing getaway. 

The hotel has 442 luxury guestrooms and 
suites, 3 great restaurants, a 24-hour Health 
Centre and gymnasium, with attractive 
little retail outlets, a florist and a wellness & 
beauty salon at the entrance and main lobby. 
For shopping, dining, transit-stop or simply a 
restful getaway – the best choice is Sama-
Sama Hotel KL International Airport.

East is Best at THE GREEN MARKET

Imagine! At klia2, you can savour the most 
delicious dishes from Japan, Korea and 
Malaysia, without even boarding an aircraft! 
The Green Market, located on the Departure 
Level, Public Concourse in Terminal klia2, 
is a “hidden treasure” serving Japanese 
and Korean selections.  It promotes healthy 
dining by serving wholesome meals, using 
fresh ingredients and healthy cooking 
methods. 

Apart from The Green Market’s signature 
rotisserie chicken, the recently launched 
new menu offers guests selections from 
Japanese and Korean specialties such as 
Ramen, Udon, Donburi bowls, Bento boxes, 
Maki, Temaki, Teppanyaki sushi, Salmon 
Salad, Shake Kawa Salad, Yaki Gyoza, 
Tori Karage, Tori Teriyaki Don, Shake 
Avocado Don, Niko Udon, Tempura Soba,  
Shoyu Ramen, Unagi Bento, Nigiri Sushi 
Bento, Caterpillar Roll, Tuna Mayo Roll, 
Beef Teppanyaki, Bibimbap, Ramyeon and 
Kimchi Soup. 

For those with a penchant for Malaysian 
cuisine, the menu includes choices such as 
the ever-popular Hainan Chicken Rice, spicy 
Mee Curry as well as the classic Fish & 
Chicken Congee. “With our menu offerings, 
our guests are able to eat healthy and well 
while on-the-go”, explains Executive Chef 
Danny Lau. “The Green Market offers guests 
a fascinating theatrical and educational visit 
with our open kitchen where you are able to 
witness our chefs at work!” 

 “At The Green Market, you have unrivalled 
convenience! Amenities such as charging 
stations, a flight-information display board, 
TV entertainment, and complimentary Wi-Fi 
complement our guests’ seamless airport 
experience,” he added.

The Green Market – providing airport-users 
with an exciting interactive dining experience, 
extra convenience, and the option to eat 
smart, eat fresh and eat healthy. It’s simply the 
place where East is Best!
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CHOC STOP loves Loacker!

One of the biggest airport chocolate shops 
in the world, Choc Stop International, is 
promoting the best chocolate from Italy, 
Loacker. Since 1925, Loacker has been 
synonymous with the finest quality fresh-
wafer and chocolate products. The Loacker 
family selects the best natural ingredients and 
produces its delicious range at over 1.000 
meters above sea level, in the heart of the 
Dolomite Mountains, where the air and water 
are fresh and pure.

All Loacker products are created and 
packaged in the heart of the Dolomite 
mountains. The factories, in Auna di Sotto/
Unterinn in South Tyrol (Italy) and Heinfels 
in East Tyrol (Austria), stand at an altitude of 
1.000 m where the water and air are fresh 
and pure. 

Loacker products are the result of the rigorous 
selection and precision processing of ultra-
fresh, top-quality raw materials. Only the very 
best of vanilla pods, select blends of cocoa, 
100% Italian hazelnuts, superior quality milk 
and the purest of dehydrated fruit juice make 
it through the rigorous selection procedure. 
To guarantee uncompromising quality of the 
product, ingredients are processed exclusively 
in the pristine environment of the Loacker 

factories, where the wholesomeness of the 
sweet treats is further ensured by the fact that 
the Loacker philosophy categorically excludes 
the use of colorants, preservatives, vanillin and 
hydrogenated fats. 

The family-run Loacker was founded by Alfons 
Loacker 90 years ago. From its early days as 
a small pastry shop in the centre of Bolzano, 
the company has gone on to become a global 
player on the international market, and now 
exports its products to over 100 countries in all 
five continents. 

At the Choc Stop International outlet in the 
Satellite Building of KLIA, Loacker offers 
fabulous gifts ranging from exclusive, 
exquisitely-designed Travel Bags, to versatile 
caps and big backpacks for purchases of 
between RM50 and RM300. According to 
Group Marketing Manager Shereen Lau, 
shoppers are ecstatic with these Italian-made 
gifts! The ‘Buy 3, Get 1 Free’ offers are also 
good attractions.  “We love Loacker because 
it gives maximum customer satisfaction and 
great value for money!” she says.

Japanese Delights @ MITSUI OUTLET PARK

Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA Sepang (MOP) is a 
factory-outlet shopping mall located just before 
KLIA and klia2. While MOP offers a myriad 
of upper-middle to high-end off-seasoned 
brands and products at attractive discounts, it 
is also a food-lover’s paradise, with numerous 
dining outlets that offer a delicious array of 
scrumptious fare ranging from authentic Malay 
cuisine and Oriental fare to Western delights 
and thirst-quenching Beverages. Apart from 
attractive theme-restaurants, diners can also 
choose from Cafes and a Food Court.

It is for Japanese cuisine, however, that 
Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA Sepang is attracting 
serious foodies, gourmands and ordinary 
food-lovers to its premises!  One enthusiastic 
Japanese visitor has said that MOP has “the 
best selection of the best Japanese food in 
Malaysia under one roof!”   With outlets like 
Bari Uma Ramen, Don Don Tei, Senya, Sushi 

King, and Sushi Maru, visitors certainly have 
an impressive array of authentic Japanese 
food to choose from.

Experience authentic delights from the Land 
Of The Rising Sun at Japan Avenue, a 
brand-new concept – and the first of its kind 
in Malaysia. Much more than a Japanese 
Specialty Store, Japan Avenue introduces 
Japanese Art, Culture, Music and Culinary 
Delights. At different times, visitors can 
sample aspects of authentic Japanese culture 
like Japanese traditional arts and crafts, 
tea, sake, and sushi; or view and perhaps 
participate in cultural performances, music 
and dance.

While visitors discover an attractive shopping 
destination in itself, you can also experience 
a comprehensive range of Japanese Delights 
at Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA Sepang!
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Exciting 25th ANNIVERSARY Shopping Celebration!

March to October 2017 is a great time for 
shopping and dining at the international 
airports of Malaysia! To celebrate Malaysia 
Airports 25th Year Anniversary, there are great-
value promotions and super-exciting prizes for 
airport-users! 

Any airport-user who spends a minimum of 
RM250 could win a breathtaking array of 
dazzling prizes including luxurious travel 

with Business Class return tickets, deluxe 
accommodation to boot! There are also exciting 
Economy Class airline tickets, attractive 25th 
Anniversary merchandise, and lots of other 
amazing prizes to be won by lucky airport-
shoppers. 

There are fresh prizes each month, so shop 
till you drop or dine to your heart’s content. 
When travelling through the airports in Kuala 

Lumpur, Penang, Langkawi, Kuching and 
Kota Kinabalu, just spend RM250 for instant 
gratification! Malaysia Airports General 
Manager Commercial Services Hani Ezra 
Hussin says apart from the Buy-And-Win 
Contest, fresh promotions will be introduced 
each month to give airport-users a Total 
Airport-Shopping Experience.

To begin with, the Malaysia Airports 25th 
Anniversary Shopping celebration kicks off 
with impressive 25% discounts on regular-
priced merchandise at selected outlets. 
Walk around the airports, and you’ll find 
opportunities galore for bargain-hunting! As 
one happy airport-user commented, “The more 
you spend, the more you save.” For value, 
variety and a unique shopping experience, 
head for the five international airports and 
celebrate with Malaysia Airports!
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With the new social network for travellers, planning your trip to Malaysia and beyond is easier than before. Meet other like-minded travellers 
to create the perfect itinerary, or share your own stories. You can also discover new attractions as well as book your flight and accommodation, 
all in one place. Get connected at www.yklia.com today and get inspired for a great journey.

Your dream trip is
a click away with

FLYKLIA

KUL – KUALA LUMPUR | PEN – PENANG | LGK – LANGKAWI | BKI – KOTA KINABALU | KCH – KUCHING

Begin your fascinating journey to our five international airports in Kuala Lumpur (KLIA), Langkawi, 

Penang, Kuching or Kota Kinabalu. Your premier gateways to the enchanting Malaysia. 
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Khoo 
Sui Hoe
The Emotive Painter

Girl with a Flower, 1968
Oil on board 61 x 81 cm
SOLD RM 66,000.00 
KLAS Art Auction 6 April 2014 
Edition VIII

Call of the Wild, 1966
Oil on canvas 100 x 100 cm
SOLD RM 62,720.00 
KLAS Art Auction 28 September 2014 
Edition XI

Day of Ceremony, 1990
Acrylic on canvas 128 x 128 cm
SOLD RM 80,640.00 
KLAS Art Auction 8 November 2014
Edition XII

BACKGROUND

The gifted Khoo Sui Hoe was born in January, 1939 in the 
small town of Baling, Kedah. He was the third of seven 
siblings. Khoo attended Seng Yok Primary School in Kedah 
before he moved to Penang at the age of 12. In Penang, 
he studied at Chung Ling High School, followed by Green 
Lane Normal School and four years later, at Han Chiang 
High School.  In 1959, Khoo enrolled into the prestigious 
and highly reputable Nanyang Academy of Fine Art (NAFA) 
in Singapore where he studied under two celebrated artists, 
Cheong Soo Pieng and Georgette Chen. Chen opened his 
perspective to explore watercolour and oil (most of Khoo’s 
paintings are oil on canvas). Khoo graduated from the NAFA 
in 1961. 

EXHIBITIONS

His record speaks a lot about this artist as he is a one-man army 
that has held more than 50 exhibitions in Singapore, Thailand, 
Indonesia, Taiwan, China, Australia and the United States. He has 
also taken part in numerous open shows in India, Japan, England, 
Ireland, Germany and Brazil. Khoo has won numerous awards for 
his works including the Certificate of Merit from the Las Vegas Art 
Museum and the first prize in Oil at the Malaysian Art and Craft 
Competition in 1965. His recent exhibitions were held at the Pipal 
Fine Art Gallery in 2011 and at the Arkansas Studies Institute in 
Little Rock, Arkansas, USA in May 2015. He had also exhibited 
his works, large paintings at NAFA in Singapore in July, 2015. 
This artist truly embodies what it means to be a painter; his passion 
has driven him to paint, paint, and paint some more.

In 1974, Khoo was awarded a John D. Rockefeller 3rd Fund 
grant to study Contemporary Art in the U.S. He also toured major 
museums in Europe, travelled to the Middle East and Central 
Asia. Khoo migrated to the U.S. in 1982 after his shows in New 
York and Washington DC for the sake of his children’s future. 
He moved from Houston, Texas to live in Arkansas and became 
a resident artist in Jacksonville, Arizona since 1996. Feeling 
contented with the name he has made for himself, he relocated 
to Penang in 2004. Penang has now become his art base 
although he does alternate between the US (where he first settled) 
and Malaysia. Believe it or not, Khoo turns 73 this July with an 
unwavering passion for art and a robust physicality.

ART FEATURES
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ARTWORK

Khoo’s masterpieces draw inspiration from 
his life journey. According to Khoo, his 
paintings are his memories and recollections 
of his childhood in the kampung. Everyone 
who lays eyes on Khoo Sui Hoe’s paintings 
is aware of the emotions that he evokes 
through the means of his paintings. He 
tells a tale of emotions. Khoo’s paintings 
though simplistic, are laden with mystery 
and underlying message. His works are 
also colourful and convey such expressions 
that only comes through with many years of 
experience. Khoo’s stylisation of the figures 
in his paintings echoes a little of Cheong 
Soo Pieng, a governing teacher when he 
studied at NAFA. It is noticeable that Khoo’s 
works revolve around the subject of gestures 
and postures as portrayed in ‘Echo,1993’. 
His paintings pave the way for viewers to 
explore the artist’s past, his dreams, marriage 
and children alike.

“TO VIEW KHOO’S PAINTINGS IS TO 

ENTER A WORLD OF ENCHANTMENT 

AND MYSTICISM, TO BE EMBRACED 

BY NATURE’S ETHEREAL MAGIC, 

TO TRANSCEND, MUCH LIKE AN 

EXPERIENCE IN MEDITATION.”

Renee Phillips – East Village, New York

Dancer II, 1993 
Oil on canvas 80 x 80 cm 
SOLD RM 15,780.80
KLAS Art Auction 13 November 2016
Edition XXIV

Wind Dance, 2003
Oil on canvas 80 x 80 cm
SOLD RM 31,360.00 
KLAS Art Auction 18 January 2015
Edition XIII

Clouds over the Rocks, 1982
Acrylic on canvas 89.5 x 89.5 cm
SOLD RM 37,400.00
KLAS Art Auction 7 April 2013
Edition III

RAFIEE GHANI
Window, 2004
Oil on board 30.5 x 40.6 cm
RM 3,200 - RM 6,000

TAN CHOON GHEE
Big Ben, London, 1973
Chinese ink and colour on paper  
56 x 43 cm
RM 5,800 - RM 9,000

JEHAN CHAN
Fishing Village, 1993
Ink and watercolour on paper 26 x 38 cm
RM 1,500 - RM 3,000

YUSOF GHANI
Siri Tari “Lambak I”, 1990
Mixed media on canvas 91 x 163 cm
RM 120,000 - RM 220,000

BHANU ACHAN
Forest Impression, 2016
Oil on canvas 152.5 x 88 cm
RM 3,000 - RM 6,000

SOON LAI WAI
You Make My Day 6, 2014
Mixed media on canvas 76 x 76 cm
RM 1,000 - RM 3,500

KELVIN CHAP
Pattern of Culture, 2014
Mixed media on canvas 131 x 131 cm
RM 3,500 - RM 7,500

JAILANI ABU HASSAN
Labu Sayong, 1997
Mixed media on paper 67 x 101 cm
RM 8,000 - RM 16,000

ISMAIL ABDUL LATIFF
Geraksakti… Kumbang Malam, 2011
Acrylic on canvas 90 x 71 cm
RM 10,000 - RM 15,000

SYED AHMAD JAMAL, DATUK
Sketch “set untok KERIS”, 2007
Mixed media on paper 13.5 x 26 cm
RM 6,000 - RM 12,000

EDITION XXVI
AUCTION DAY : SUNDAY, 12 MARCH 2017  .  1 PM  .  KLAS@ JALAN UTARA
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EDITION XXVIEDITION XXVI
AUCTION DAY : SUNDAY, 12 MARCH 2017  .  1 PM  .  KLAS@ JALAN UTARAAUCTION DAY : SUNDAY, 12 MARCH 2017  .  1 PM  .  KLAS@ JALAN UTARA

NIZAR KAMAL ARIFFIN
Sejambak Aman #5, 2017
Acrylic on canvas 122 x 122 cm
RM 10,000 - RM 15,000

I. GUSTI KETUT SUANDI
Balinese Children, 1973
Watercolour ink, gouache and pencil on paper
36 x 37 cm
RM 2,500 - RM 4,800

NIK RAFIN
Ballerinas - Green Series, 2016
Acrylic on canvas 122 x 183 cm
RM 1,000 - RM 2,500

IDA BAGUS MADE NADERA
Terraced Rice Fields
Acrylic on canvas 30 x 45 cm
RM 3,000 - RM 6,000

TAN PENG HOOI
Sparrows, 2014
Oil on canvas 42.5 x 37.5 cm
RM 2,200 - RM 5,000

KWAN CHIN
At the Market, 2014
Batik 85 x 145 cm
RM 8,000 - RM 15,000

CHUAH THEAN TENG, DATO’
Countryside, 1972
Batik 62 x 46 cm
RM 25,000 - RM 50,000

DREW HARRIS
Fragile Earth, 2012
Mixed media on canvas 91.5 x 91.5 cm
RM 1,200 - RM 3,600

YUSOFF ABDULLAH
Pantai Cinta Berahi, Kota Bharu, Kelantan
Oil on board45 x 59 cm
RM 3,500 - RM 6,500

FAUZUL YUSRI
Ground II - Historic, 2006
Mixed media on canvas 152 x 120 cm
RM 4,000 - RM 6,000

MAT ALI MAT SOM
Pertarungan #2, 2016
Metal on natural stone 80 x 49 x 32 cm
RM 18,000 - RM 25,000

TANG TUCK KAN
Trees in a Landscape
Chinese ink and watercolour on paper
80 x 60 cm
RM 1,000 - RM 3,500

CHEUNG POOI YIP 
Trees, 1995 
Arcylic on canvas 61 x 51 cm 
RM 5,000 - RM 7,000

KENG SENG CHOO
A Hot and Sunny Day, 2010
Oil on canvas 75.5 x 55 cm
RM 5,000 - RM 8,000

KHALIL IBRAHIM 
Tending Nets, 1968 
Batik 86.5 x 56.5 cm 
RM 28,000 - RM 60,000

JOLLY KOH
Blue Birds, 2005
Oil and acrylic on canvas 137 x 170 cm
RM 50,000 - RM 120,000

LYE YAU FATT 
Two Maidens, 1980s 
Mixed media on canvas 81 x 63.5 cm 
RM 6,000 - RM 12,000

RAPHAEL SCOTT AHBENG
Forest Dance, 2010
Acrylic on canvas 60 x 90 cm
RM 4,500 - RM 9,000

LEE JOO FOR
Stampede, 1972
Monotype 73.5 x 180 cm
RM 4,500 - RM 9,000
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Where are you originally from and 
what is your hometown like?
I am originally from Kumamoto, the 
capital city of Kumamoto Prefecture on 
the island of Kyushu, Japan. I love my 
hometown as it is surrounded by nature 
and it is also known for its castles. 
Kumamoto Castle is one of the three 
premier castles in Japan, so I definitely 
take pride in originating from Kumamoto.

When did you first arrive in Malaysia 
and what was your first impression?
When I first arrived in Malaysia four 
years ago, my first impression was that 
it was a little dirty and smelly. However, 
I think I have adapted to it. I found that 
the food here is very cheap compared to 
that in Japan. I also found comfort in the 
fact that there are many Japanese staying 
here in Malaysia.  

What do you do for a living?
I am in the midst of launching a new 
consulting conpany, spefically with 
regard to Japan and the Japanese 
cuisine.   

What inspired this career choice?
Since I was young, I had a passion for 
serving or aiding people, so that became 
the focal point in my career choice. I 
have also wanted to work overseas. That 
was the start of my story.

Can you tell us a secret to a successful 
career?
I am just an ordinary person, actually. 
What I can say is to never forget the 
people who have sincerely taken the time 
and effort to help you. Till today, I have 
not forgotten the people who have aided 
me and who have opened avenues for my 
career. Perhaps luck and steadfast decision 
making have assisted me in a successful 
career too.
   
Tell us about your family.
My family consists of five, me included. 
I have a younger sister and brother back 
home in Japan. My father has been 
working in a Japanese company for over 
30 years now; he is very hardworking. 
My mother is a housewife who prepares 
delectable meals for us. She is a strong 
woman. My family has made me the 
person I am today.

Any funny stories or experiences in 
Malaysia so far?
When I first came to Malaysia, I could not 
speak English and Bahasa Malaysia. So 
my staff at my workplace as well as my 
local friend taught me English and Bahasa 
Malaysia. I am proud to say that now, I 
can speak and write in English and a little 
bit in Bahasa Malaysia. There are times 
when locals talk to me in either English 
or Bahasa Malaysia because they think 
I am Malaysian. Probably because my 
English is like Malaysian English. Four 
years in Malaysia has made me feel like a 
Malaysian and I love it.

How do you like the local food and what 
is your favourite food?
I find that the local food have similarities to 
the food back home, so I enjoy the food 
here. I like eating steamed fish and Ba Ku 
Teh. It was my first time trying a dish like 
this. I loved the flavours of this dish. Initially 
when I first arrived in Malaysia, I mostly 
ate Roti Canai as it was cheap and it kept 
me full. However, I also noticed that eating 
it too much made me put on weight, so I 
stopped eating it (giggles). I love Malaysian 
food. 

What inspires you in life?
People inspire me in life. My business 
friend gives me inspiration, my staff as well 
as the people in Malaysia. I am inspired 
by people’s passion and their heart. My 
business frien, my staff and the Malaysian 
experience give me the most inspiration.

How is your interaction with the locals?
I have made friends with the locals that 
I encounter. We have become such fast 
friends that I never fail to invite me for any 
celebration. I have also had a relationship 
with a local. My experience thus far in 
Malaysia has taught me how kind the locals 
are to me. 

And finally, what is your goal for 2017?
My goal for 2017 is to make my company 
renowned among Malaysians and to make 
it successful too. I want Malaysians to 
know more about Japan and the authentic 
Japanese cuisine from me. 

This passionate lady has crossed the South China Sea from 
Japan to Malaysia to pursue a career in the food industry.

With sister Madelon at Helipad

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

AYAKA FUKUDA

EXPATRIATE LIVING
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HULO 
H O T E L  +  G A L L E R Y 
A Haven for Art Mavens

BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

K
uala Lumpur is a city of reinvention, where many things change while 
some remain. That juxtaposition of transience and permanence is 
manifested beautifully at Hulo Hotel + Gallery, a hotel where I spent a 
weekend recently.  Art is the thing here, with paintings and sculptures 
adorning the lobby, hallways and rooms. Artists painted large and small 

works throughout the hotel, most prominently at the main staircase. There’s something 
interesting everywhere you look, and the eclectic styles converge beautifully. 

This hotel is located on a road that does not have much traffic going on even on 
busy Friday and Saturday nights. So you can still have a good night’s sleep before 
enjoying the view of the Kuala Lumpur Tower from a distance. The rooms have a 
are of size suited for minimalistic living. Our snug Deluxe room was average size 
by Kuala Lumpur standards, but the high-coffered ceiling, mirrors on the bathroom 
door and minimal furniture conspired to create a spacious feel. The room was 
dominated by a queen bed. On the opposite wall, a flat-screen TV with a small table 
underneath that had complimentary bottles of water. The bathroom is designed in 
such a way that uses space efficiently. Though, if you feel a little self-concious about 
seeing yourself take a shower, we suggest looking away from the mirrored walls.  
Travellers who appreciate design, art, charm and thoughtful boutique hotel sensibility 
would truly enjoy their stay here in Hulo. 

Also being a gallery that houses a number of art pieces by Malaysian artists, The 
Hulo is a place where artists can display their works and a place for art lovers and 
collectors to find them. From classic paintings, sculptures, animation and 3D art. 
For each art piece displayed, there is a write-up about the artist with his/her bio, 
description of the works and how to purchase the art. For the more urbane traveller, 
this is a wonderful spot to snap unique photos that capture a deeper essence of 
Malaysian culture. 

196, Jalan Changkat Thambi Dollah, Pudu, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +60 3-9226 3999

What to do nearby? 

TREC KL 
This venue offers over 30 F&B and entertainment brands 
to explore in one area. Just take a 10-minute drive via 
GrabCar or Uber and find yourself in one of the most 
happening spots in town. Enjoy Dim Sum at the new DZH 
Seafood Saunaboat or have a few glasses of wine over 
conversation at Wine Connection. 

BERJAYA TIMES SQUARE
Whether it is shopping or enjoying a thrilling roller coaster 
ride, you can visit Berjaya Times Square with a mere 10 
-minute walk from the hotel. The great deals you can get for 
fashion items is a shopping highlight that is not to be missed 
during your vacation in Kuala Lumpur. You can even explore 
Malaysia’s largest indoor theme park with 133,000 square 
feet dedicated to fun and excitement. 

VCR CAFÉ 
Neatly tucked between Chinatown and Bukit Bintang, you 
can awaken your senses with a perfectly brewed cup of 
coffee along with a hearty breakfast or brunch at one of the 
most photogenic cafés in Kuala Lumpur. Get your fix from 
single range to unique blends at this antiquated shophouse 
within the city. 

Deluxe Room

Lobby
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15, 13, Leboh Ampang, 50050 Kuala Lumpur

H
otel Cosmo just happens to 
be the new kid on the block 
and located in the heart of the 
city too. Its strategic location 
in Leboh Ampang is mere 

minutes away from most financial institutions 
and local tourist attractions such as Central 
Market, Chinatown and Merdeka Square as 
well as a host of shopping enclaves. Hotel 
guests will be able to experience the melting 
pot that is Malaysia just by taking a stroll to 
Central Market or Chinatown. In addition, 
patrons can whiz around Kuala Lumpur 
by train as the Masjid Jamek Interchange 
Station is just steps away. The best view is 
always from atop. You would be surprised 
how a train ride through the city allows you 
to witness things and people from a different 

HOTEL 
COSMO
Oh-So Comfortable at Cosmo

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN Lobby

perspective. This contemporary mid-scale 
hotel combines an international service 
standard with a dash of local charm, giving 
you a perfect stay.

Hotel Cosmo offers 347 guestrooms and 
suites you won’t regret choosing, from the 
Standard, Superior, Deluxe and Executive 
rooms to the Family-style suites. They take 
into account the number of company you 
bring, from a party of two to a family as 
big as the one in ‘Cheaper by the Dozen’. 
Their rooms feature a contemporary design 
and subtle touches of elegance with a hint 
of warmth. The rooms echo the comfort 
of a home but in the most avant-garde 
setting. On top of the brilliance in design, 
each room is equipped with the latest 
technologies, designed to meet the various 
needs of business and leisure travellers. The 
icing on the cake is the huge beds that are 
akin to sleeping on clouds. That’s how soft 
and comfortable they are. You will not want 
to leave.

Apart from accommodation, the hotel 
houses an all-day dining restaurant that 

serves local and international cuisines, for 
you to guiltlessly indulge in the finer things 
in life. Furthermore, this fine establishment 
also offers a lobby lounge, where patrons 
are spoilt for choice with the myriad of 
beverages and snacks served. Not to 
mention, Starbucks and an international 
chain café will be on site of the hotel to serve 
premium blends and coffee, adding to the 
dining options for hotel guests. One does not 
need to leave the vicinity of the hotel in order 
to dine.

Regardless of whether you are planning a 
conference, board meeting or a lavish private 
dinner, leave it to the good hands of Hotel 
Cosmo that will take your vision and translate 
it in the most wonderful way possible. They 
offer perfect service, bespoke cuisine and 
cutting-edge technology in the most stylish 
of settings. You won’t be sorry in choosing 
Hotel Cosmo as they will provide the avenue 
for weddings and dinner gatherings to be 
remembered. Patrons are able to choose 
from a variety of stylish spaces to hold all 
kinds of events in, especially for those of you 
who would like to make a statement.

Deluxe Room

Cosmopolitan board-room

Lobby
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PRETTY ON PLATE
Amaya Maluri, G3, Jalan Jejaka 2, 

Maluri, 55100 Kuala Lumpur

HARAJU CUBE
103 Level 1, Empire Damansara, 

Damansara Perdana, Jalan PJU 8/8, 
47820 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

The Resort Cafe 
03 - 7495 2009 . Lobby Level,  
Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa
*Pork-Free Restaurant

Eight Gourmets Gala (EGG) 
017 948 8684 . Suite G-01, 
Ground Floor, Pinnacle Annexe,  
Persiaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway,  
47500, Selangor 

. 03-2692 2685 

4, Jln Delima,kl

Sheraton Imperial Hotel

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

                Jasons Food Hall 
is a favourite with shoppers, as it 
offers an extensive range of fresh and 
international food brands.  
10am - 10pm daily.

Tel: 03-2143 2386

Tel: 03-2691 6599

Tel: 03-2782 3800

Tel: 03-2117 0288

Tel: 03-5633 2530

Tel: 03-6211 0611

Tel: 03-2141 0500

Tel: 03-8949 6288

Tel: 03-2786 9333

03-8946 2333

03-2179 8082

03-2166 2272      4th Floor KLCC

10am - 10pm dayly

FASHION DES IGNER
+

MAKEUP ART IST

AMIR YAS IN

S AYA P  R E P U B L I K

P H O T O G RA P H Y

+6016 240 5816
IG SAYAP_REPUBLIK

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/IAMAMIRYASIN
AMIR.MYASIN@GMAIL.COM

+6013 624 3128
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Tao (chi)

Makana Restaurant

The Majestic Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5 Jalan Sultan Hishamuddin, 50000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

03-2785 8000
www.majestickl.com

Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral

Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar 
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails & 
Snacks)    From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels

Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA
03-8787 3333

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill, 
Palmz Lounge (Wn) .  From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green 
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6 
Restaurant (Int’l) . From470+

Kokufu

03-2782 6118

Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234    Jalan Pinang
   KLCC    JP Teres (Malaysian), 
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

Seri Pacific Hotel Kuala Lumpur
03-4042 5555    Jalan Putra     PWTC    
Zende (Int’l), Kokufu (Jap), lounge to Chereza 
From RM198++ to RM3,000    B5
www.seripacifichotel.com

Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the of-
ficial residence of Malaysia’s king since 
Nov 11, 2011.  Influenced by both Is-
lamic and traditional Malay architecture, 
this unique structure is the latest addition 
to the country’s architectural wonders.

Casual Dining

03-7490 3838

Raja Chulan

03-2020 5499 03-2267 1111

03-2718 6868

03-2724 0408

Pullman Kuala Lumpur

03-2162 2233

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa
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Galeri Tenaga
Wisma TNB, Jalan Timur, Petaling Jaya
Tel : +603-2296 5566 
Fax : +603-2282 3274
Opening Hours: Monday – Friday : 10 am – 3 pm.

University of Malaya Art Gallery (UMAG)
Tingkat 5, Bangunan Canseleri, Universiti Malaya, Petaling Jaya
Tel: 03-79671061
Opening Hours: 9.00am to 4.00pm
Closed on: Saturday and Sunday

KL Lifestyle Art Space
31 Jalan Utara, 46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia

Tel: +603 2093 2668, +603 2094 2668 
 Email: info@mediate.com.my

Open Monday - Friday, 10am - 7pm
(Closed on Weekends and Public Holidays)

Bank Negara Malaysia Museum and Art Gallery Sasana Kijang 
No. 2, Jalan Dato Onn, 50480 Kuala Lumpur
Opening Hours: 10am to 6pm daily
For Enquiries Call: 03-9179 2784

Craft Complex 
03- 2164 8344
 Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. • 

Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik 
printing and pottery from the 13 states 
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily. 
• E9 FREE

Telekom Museum
03-2031 9966
 Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan 

• Displays interesting exhibits of 
  telephones and evolution of their 
  designs over the years. 
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays 
• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad Building
 Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan 

Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big 
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and 
heritage building is well known for its 
Moghul architecture dating back to 
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial 
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme 
Court. • E5

PETRONAS Twin Towers 
03- 2615 8188

 KLCC • KL City Centre • The 
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at 
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL 
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped 
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is 
open to visitors between 9am-7pm 
daily, closed on Monday • D8

6.00pm .  F4

03-2274 6542

03-2092 1150

MUSEUMS

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children  
3 to 12 years old

03-2267 1111

03-2331 7007

03-4251 8199

03-2094 1222

09-288 8890

03-8942 5021
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TOURIST INFORMATION CENTRES
2A Putra World Trade Centre, Level 2, 45, Jalan Tun Ismail, 50480 Kuala Lumpur.  Tel: 03-4041 1295
4C Malaysia Tourism Centre (MTC), 109 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur.

Tel: 03-2164 3929
2E Stesen Sentral Kuala Lumpur, Lot 21, Level 2, Arrival Hall, Kuala Lumpur City Terminal,

Stesen KL Sentral, 50050 Kuala Lumpur.  Tel: 03-2274 3135

i

PLACES OF INTEREST
1C ASEAN Sculpture Garden
4D Bintang Walk
1D Bird Park
3C Bukit Nanas
2D Butter�y Park
2D Central Market
3D Chinatown
2D Dataran Merdeka
2D Dayabumi Complex
1D Deer Park
1C Experimental Theatre

1D Hibiscus Garden
2E Istana Negara (National Palace)
5C Kompleks Budaya Kraf
2C Masjid Jamek
3D Maybank Numismatic Museum
3C Menara Kuala Lumpur
3A National Art Gallery
5C National Heritage Trust
2D National History Museum
4A National Library
1C National Monument
2D National Mosque

1E National Museum
1E National Planetarium
3A National Theatre
1D Orchid Garden
1D Panggung Anniversari
2C Selangor Club
3E Stadium Merdeka
3D Stadium Negara
2D Sultan Abdul Samad Building
1D Tun Abdul Razak Memorial
2C Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra 

Memorial

MUSEUMS
5B ArtCase Galleries
5B ArtFolio Galleries
2C Bank Negara Money Museum
3A Biomedical Museum

5B Galleriwan 
2D Islamic Arts Museum Malaysia
2D Islamic Exhibition Centre
5A Malaysian Armed Forces Museum
5C MISC Museum

5A Royal Malaysian Air Force Museum
1D Royal Malaysian Police Museum
3C Telekom Museum
1D Tun Abdul Razak Memorial

BUS, TAXI, RAILWAY 
STATIONS, POST OFFICE

5B AAM (Automobile Association 
of Malaysia)

2D General Post O�ce
2E KL Sentral (main transport terminal)

2D Klang Bus Station
2E Kuala Lumpur Railway Station
4C Malaysia Airlines
2B Medan Mara Bus Station
2A Pekeliling Bus Station
3D Puduraya Bus & Taxi Station

2A Putra Bus Stand
2D Tra�c Polis HQ

STAR LRT Station
PUTRA LRT Station

HOSPITALS
3D Chinese Maternity Hospital

3A Kuala Lumpur Hospital
3A National Heart Institute

2D Tanglin Dispensary
3D Tung Shin Hospital

EMBASSIES
4B Australia
4B Bolivia
5B Britain
5B Finland

5B France
5D Indonesia
5C Japan
5D Kuwait
3C Mexico

4C New Zealand
3B Pakistan
5C Philippines
5C Singapore
5B United States of America

HOTELS
4D Agora Hotel
4D Allson Genesis Hotel
4D Berjaya Times Square Hotel
4D Bintang Warisan Hotel
3A Brisdale Hotel
1D Carcosa Seri Negara
4D Cardogan
5B Centra Hotel & Apartments
XX Champagne
3C Chamtan
3D China Town Inn
3A City Villa Kuala Lumpur
4C Concorde Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
4D Corona Inn Kuala Lumpur
5B Corus Hotel Kuala Lumpur
4C Crown Plaza Mutiara Hotel
5B Crown Princess Kuala Lumpur
5D Dorsett Regency

Kuala Lumpur
2A Dynasty Hotel Kuala Lumpur
4D Emerald
3C Eastern
2A Elegant Inn
4D Federal Hotel Kuala Lumpur
2A First Business Inn
4D Fortuna Hotel
3D Furama Hotel
3C Garden City
2A Grand Central Hotel
2B Grand Centrepoint Hotel
2B Grand Continental Hotel

2A Grand Paci�c Hotel
4D Grand Plaza Parkroyal
3A Grand Seasons Hotel
3C Hotel Champagne
4C Hotel Equatorial

Kuala Lumpur
4B Hotel Grand Maya
3D Hotel Grand Olympic

Kuala Lumpur
4C Hotel Istana
3E Hotel Malaya
5E Hotel Maluri
3E Hotel Midah
5B Hotel Nikko Kuala Lumpur
4D Hotel Nova
2A Hotel Putra
4D JW Marriott Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
3D Katari Hotel
4C KL Lodge Hotel
2C Kowloon Hotel
1E Kuala Lumpur Hilton
3A Kuala Lumpur International Hotel
1E Le Meridien
4D Malaysia
3E Mandarin Court Kuala Lumpur
4B Mandarin Oriental

Kuala Lumpur
3D Mandarin Paci�c Hotel
4D Melia Kuala Lumpur
5B Micasa Hotel
3E Mirama Hotel
4D Orkid Hotel

2C Palace Hotel
3B Paradise B&B
2B Prescott Inn
3D Puduraya Hotel
2B Quality Hotel City Centre
3C Renaissance Kuala Lumpur
2B Residence Hotel
4D Royale Bintang
4C Shangri-La Hotel

Kuala Lumpur
3B Sheraton Imperial

Kuala Lumpur
3B Stanford Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5B Sucasa Service Apartments
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ENTERTAINMENT/SHOPPING
5B Ampang Park Complex
5B Ampang Plaza
4D Berjaya Times Square
3A Big A Supermarket
4D Bukit Bintang Plaza
2C Campbell Shopping Complex
5B City Square
2C Coliseum Restaurant
2E Duty Free Emporium

4D Imbi Plaza
3D S & M Plaza
4D Shaw Parade
4D Kuala Lumpur Plaza
3D Kota Raya
4D Lot 10
3D Mydin Emporium
4D Pavilion Cinema
2B Pertama Complex
4D Pudu Cinema

5E Pudu Plaza
2A Putra World Trade Centre (PWTC)
2C Sogo
5E Star Cinema
4D Star Hill
4D Sun Complex
4D Sungei Wang Plaza
4B Suria KLCC
2A The Mall
4C The Weld



 

Getting around in Kuala Lumpur 
is easy. The transit systems 
are efficient, taxis are plenty 
and buses are cheap. The public 
transportation usage peak 
hours are from 7am to 9am and 
4.30pm to 6.30pm during the 
working days.

        By Transit systems
The KL monorail and LRT coaches are 
air-conditioned and comfortable and 
run from 6am to midnight. The systems 
are connected to each other at several 
points and the network covers most parts 
of the city. Fares range from RM0.90 to 
RM2.80 per single journey.

        By Taxis
Taxis are easily available at hotels or at 
taxi stands. Fares start at RM3 for the first 
kilometre and RM0.25 for every 115 
metres thereon. There is a 50% surcharge 
on the metered fare from midnight to 
6am and a baggage charge of RM2 per 
piece stored in the boot. There is also an 
additional RM1 for 3rd passenger (maxi-
mum 4 in a car). For an extra charge of 
RM2, you can book a taxi by phone.

        By Ecovans
Ecovans can accommodate up to 5 
passengers. They serve mainly guests at 
major hotels and follow the fare structure 
of taxis but charge RM4 instead of RM2 
for the first kilometre.

        By Buses
Buses serve all parts of Kuala Lumpur with 
fares beginning from RM1. Some hotels 
also offer free bus shuttle services to major 
shopping malls in the city. 

        KL Hop-on/Hop-off Bus Service 
Links you to 40 attractions around the 
city with 22 designated stops. 8.30am 
to 8.30pm. Ticket: RM38 with discounts 
for locals, senior citizens, students and 
children. 03-2691 1382

GETTING TO THE AIRPORT

        KLIA Ekspres: The journey takes 
about 30 minutes from KL Sentral and the 
fare is RM35 per person per way. There 
is also check-in facility at KL Sentral for 
some airlines.

        Taxi: The fare from the city centre to 
the airport is RM90 – RM120 per taxi.

        Eco Transit: Eco Transit can accom-
modate up to 5 adults and has a fixed 
fare of RM130/ trip.

        Limousine: Can be arranged with 
the hotel concierge and fare range from 
RM100 – RM200.

COACHES TO KLIA AND/OR LCCT

• Airport Coach - +603-6203 3067
• Sky Bus - +6016-217 6950
• Aerobus - +603-3344 8828
• The Star Shuttle - +603-4043 8811

TRANSPORTATION

        Air Travel
• Kuala Lumpur International Airport
   +603-8776 2000
• Domestic Airport - Subang 
   +603-7845 3245
• Kuala Lumpur City Air Terminal
   +603-2267 8000

        Domestic Airlines
• MAS +603-2161 0555
• MAS Reservation Number
  +603-8890 3702
• AirAsia +603-2171 9333
• Berjaya Air +603-7847 1338
• FireFly +603-7845 4543
• Malindo Air +603-7841 5388

        Rail
• KL Sentral 03-2274 7435
• KLIA Ekspres 03-2267 8000
• KTM 03-2267 1200
• Rapid KL 03-7885 2585
• KL Monorail 03-2273 1888

        Car Rental
• Galaxy Asia 012-368 0117
• AVIS +603-5885 2300
• ORIX Auto +603-9284 7799
• Eazy Peezy +6011-1166 6545
• WS Rent-A-Car 03-4256 6999

        Taxis
• Sunlight Cab +603-9200 1166
• Public Cab +603-6259 2929
• MyTeksi +601-300-80-5858
• Saujana Teksi +6011-1929 0976
• Grab Malaysia +601-300-80-5858

Emergency Services
• KL Tourist Police (24 hours) 
   03-2166 8322
• Police & Ambulance 
   999 or 112 (mobile phones)
• Fire & Rescue 994
• KL City Council 03-2691 6011

Tourism Offices
• Ministry Of Tourism Malaysia
   +60 3-2161 5161
• Pusat Pelancongan Malaysia (MATIC)
   +60 3-9235 4827
• Tourism Malaysia +603-8891 8000
• Melaka +60 6-288 1549
• Putrajaya Tourism Malaysia State Office
   +60 3-2615 8188
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SAVE THE DATE
 EDITION XXVI

SUNDAY, 12 MARCH 2017  .  1PM   .   AUCTION VENUE: KLAS @ JALAN UTARA

KWAN CHIN 
AT THE MARKET, 2014 
BATIK 85 X 145 CM 
RM 8,000 - RM 15,000 

For enquiries:

KLAS, 31 Jalan Utara, 46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
LYDIA TEOH +60192609668     SHAMILA +60193337668     info@mediate.com.my..

FULL PREVIEW
22 FEBRUARY - 11 MARCH 2017  .  KLAS @ JALAN UTARA

Open daily from 10 am to 7 pm

YUSOF GHANI SIRI TARI "LAMBAK I", 1990 MIXED MEDIA ON CANVAS 91 X 163 CM, RM 120,000 - RM 220,000 

KHALIL IBRAHIM 
TENDING NETS, 1968 
BATIK 86.5 X 56.5 CM 
RM 28,000 - RM 60,000

CHUAH THEAN TENG, DATO' 
COUNTRYSIDE, 1972 
BATIK 62 X 46 CM 
RM 25,000 - RM 50,000
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